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ABSTR,ACT

The dynamics that are inherent in mandated child welfare systems require agencies to

continuously search for improved and innovative ways to deliver services. To this end

Winnipeg Child and Family Services implemented a Child Protection Mediation Pilot

Project. The application of mediation to child protection cases is a new model of service

for this agency and an evaluation ofthe program effectiveness has not been conducted.

Consequently, an evaluability assessment was done as a front-end analysis to determine

the extent to which this program could be evaluated.

The evaluability assessment was done to determine whether or not the program was

structured in a manner that would facilitate an evaluation of its effectivçness, and to

include an analysis of the evaluation and the feasibility of implementing the required

methodology. This rvas done through the analysis of documents, the conducting of

interviews, and determining the feasibility of implementing the required methodologies.

The Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project was deemed unable to support a program

evaluation, at this time. Consequentlg the evaluability assessment made

recommendations to enhancement of the program's evaluability. While the evaluability

assessment does not assist in the implementation of the recommendations it does make

suggestions as to possible modification or alteration to the program desigr¡

implementation, information requirements as well as the feasibility of data collection.
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EVALUABILITY AS SE S SMENT

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION-PRACTTCT]M PROPOSAL

Rationale for the Practicum

It has come to the attention of the Executive management team at Winnipeg Child and

Family Services (WCFS) that the application of mediation to child protection cases, has

been met with a great deal of success in other provinces of this country. Consequently,

the decision was made to create a Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project here in

Winnipeg. To bring this to reality, the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project

Committee was structured on December 21, 2000. The primary purpose of this

committee was to gather information from other currently successful mediation projects

in Canada and implement a model into WCFS.

After the committee had the opportunity to review the available material, it was

confirmed that the application of mediation to child protection cases had met with

success in other areas of the country. However, the committee members are keenly

a\¡/are that mandated service delivery systems differ greatly across jurisdictional

boundaries. ConsequentlS the evaluation findings of established programs in other

jurisdictions could not be directly applied to Winnipeg. Therefore, it is incumbent upon

WCFS' Child Protection Mediation Committee to have its pilot project evaluated, to

determine if success can be replicated. The desi¡ed result of conducting an evaluation

would be to determine whether or not the Child Protection Mediation Program met its

intended goals and objectives and to insure that the chances of successful delivery of

services are maximized. To meet this end an evaluability assessment is required.
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Practicum Purpose

This practicum involved the evaluability assessment of Winnipeg Child and Family

Services' Child Protection Mediation Pilot Program. The tool that was used to this

assessment was Rutman's (1980&1984) Evaluability Assessment model. The primary

pu{pose of this evaluability assessment was to do a front-end analysis to determine the

manner and extent to which the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project could be

evaluated. Through the analysis of documents, the conducting of interviews, and

determining the feasibility of implementing the methodologies, the evaluability

assessment is done to sort out aspects of the pilot project which could be evaluated from

those which require special attention to enhance their "evaluability" (Rutmarq 1980).

The Settine

The applied setting for practicum was at Winnipeg Child and Family Services in The

Services to Children in Families Program. As of December 21, 2000 the agency had

embarked upon the implementation of a Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project. The

initial act of the pilot project was to strike a committee to develop the Child Protection

Mediation Program. As the pilot project was not yet fully implemented and was

considered to be in the operational stage, it met the criteria for an innovative progfam.

Therefore, an evaluability assessment appeared to be appropriate.

It should be noted that at the time this evaluability assessment commenced the agency

had already started using mediation and accessing the funding. However, prior to this

practicum the program had not been delineated nor had referral criteria been established
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or implemented. Consequently, the cases that actually proceeded through mediation may

not have met the selection criteria, which in turn would effect whether or not the

mediation outcome was successful. Consequently, aggregating the data that was

collected before the evaluability assessment began with the data that will be collected

after the program was formalized, would possibly skew the results.

Overview of the Process

According to Rutman (1980 & 1984) the first stage in the evaluation process is to identift

the primary intended users of the evaluation. This is to be done by identiS'ing the key

stakeholders of the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project. Stakeholders are defined as

'þeople who have a stake--a vested interest-in evaluation findings" Patton (1986).

Determining the intended users of this evaluation is a crucial step to ensuring that the

program design conforms to the expectations of those who have the greatest influence

over and involvement in the progfam. Considering this, stakeholders at the government

or director level, executive management level, program manager level, direct service

providers, as well as the committee members were identified and included. Through the

use of group meetings or individual interviews each stakeholder had an opportunity to

participate in the evaluation.

The next stage, according to Rutman (1980 &. 1984), was to determine the purpose of the

evaluation. There are several reasons why evaluations may be conducted. One such

reason is the demand for accountability in programs to demonstrate their worth in order

for it to continue to receive legislative, financial, and public support. Another reason a
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program may be evaluated is to provide the management perspective by serving as a tool

to modifii services and delivery mechanisms in order to increase their effectiveness.

Program evaluations can be used to produce knowledge that may or may not be of

immediate use by decision makers but may be utilized for future progrÍÌm innovations.

The third stage in Rutman's (1930 & 1984) model is planning the evaluation or

completing an evaluability assessment. The factors that affect program evaluability are

grouped under two major areas of concerns program characteristics and the feasibility of

implementing the required methodology. In order to establish what the characteristic and

methodologies are a two-phase process, which includes a progra.m analysis followed by a

feasibility analysis are completed. There are four tasks involved at the program analysis

stage: (1.) Developing a program document model; (2.) Developing a program managers

model; (3.) Venturing into the field to find out what is really happening; and (a.) Creating

a consensual evaluable program model.

The first task of the progr¿Lm analysis was to develop a program document model. Given

that Winnipeg v/as adopting a mediation program model that was already established in

other Agencies, the program document model needed to be developed utilizing

information gathered not only from within our agency and the committee, but from

progr¿rms that are currently running in other provinces. This information was combined

with the program documentation that was available to date at Winnipeg Child and Family

Services.
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The second task of the program analysis was to present the program document model to

stakeholders who have a vested interest in the evaluation of the program. This is

primarily done to'lll the gaps" in the program document model and to ensure that it is

an accurate depiction of the program. Given the specific circumstance of this program,

the step-by-step guidelines were altered in order to meet the needs of this particular

program. As stated by Rutman (1980), evaluation planners need to be flexible in the use

of the prescribed steps and alternative approaches may better suit the style and the

circumstance within each evaluability assessment that is conducted. Bearing this in mind

and given the special circumstances of this program, an additional step was required.

This was primarily due to the fact the stakeholders who were seeking the evaluation of

the Mediation Pilot Project, had different vested interests in the prograrrL therefore,

require different information from the evaluation. Consequently, it was necessary to

create a progr¿ìm model for both the Executive Management Team and for the Mediation

Committee. In this particular evaluability assessment, all stakeholders were interviewed

either individually or in a group setting. The interviews at the Management level included

the Director of Family Services and the Executive Director of Winnipeg Child and

Family Services (however, due to the recent resignation of Lance Barber this may be

subject to change). Once the point of view of these stakeholders was determined, the

information \¡/as utilized to create a Program Manager's Model. Both models were then

shown to members of the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project Committee for

feedback. This information was subsequently utilized to develop a Committee Program

Model.
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The third task of the program analysis was to find out what is really happening in the

fÏeld. This was done to confirm information found in the analysis ofthe documents and to

determine the program "realities". Once this was completed the final task was to

aggregate all the information that was accumulated and contrive a consensual or

evaluable model.

The information gathered in the program analysis stage of the evaluability assessment

was utilized to determine which program components would be evaluated. Upon

completion of collecting the information it was essential to determine the purpose of the

evaluatiorl so that methodological requirements could be established. The feasibility

analysis was then completed to determine the extent to which the methodological

requirement could be met, given the numerous constraints that arose.

Upon completion of all of the above noted stages and inherent tasks, the information was

then utilized to formulate recommendations which would enhance the evaluability of the

Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project.

Data Collection

The data methods that were utilized during the course of this practicum \¡/ere; the review

of program documentatioq interviewing management and committee members, and the

collection or data from the field. (The interviews that were done were individual and

group interviews).
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The above noted steps, as outlined by Rutman (1980), were utilized as a guideline for

conducting an evaluability assessment. However, it should be mentioned that the unique

circumstances and situations of each evaluability assessment should be considered whçn

utilizing the guidelines. As stated by Rutman himself in 1980, evaluation planners are

encouraged to be flexible in the use of the prescribed steps and to develop alternative

approaches thatmay better suit their style and circumstances (p. 8B).

Evaluation of the Practicum Intervention and Personal Learnins Goals

The evaluation of the practicum \¡/as accomplished utilizinga twofold process, which was

to evaluate: (1.) the extent to which the evaluability assessment objectives were achieved

and assess the effectiveness of the intervention; and Ø To determine the extent to

which I have met my personal learning objectives.

Ev alu abíIíty As s es sment G o øI

The evaluability assessment seryed as my practicum. The goal was summarized, as

follows: To get øgreement on realistic measurable program objectives, agreement on

appropriate progrclm performance indicators, and to agree on intended use of program

performance information before afull scale evaluation is done (Rutman, IgS0)

Evaluøbílity Assessment Objec-tives

I developed seven evaluability assessment objectives based on the above stated

evaluability assessment goal. The objectives were to be completed utilizing a two stage

process: the program analysis stage and the feasibility analysis stage
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The fi¡st stage was to conduct a program analysis of the Child Protection Mediation Pilot

Project which included the following objectives:

l.) To accumulate, articulate, and review all of the program information and literature

available and then to create a program documents model and flowchart.

2.) To identiSr primary stakeholders and conduct interviews which would result in the

creation of a Program Managers Model and an Advisory Committee Model.

3.) To venture into the field to determine what was actually þappening for family service

workers.

4-) To aggregatethe models and develop a consensual Evaluable Model.

The second stage was to conduct a feasibility analysis of the Child Protection Mediation

Pilot Project which included the following objectives:

1.) To analyze the program design and implementation.

2.) To determine the purpose of the evaluation and the information needs of those who

authorize it.

: 3.) To make recommendation of enhance the evaluability of the Child Protection
;

, MediationPilot Project.

Evaluafion of Evøluabilþ Assessment Goøls and Objectíves

There were basically three ways in which I evaluated whether or not I had achieved the

evaluability assessment goal and objectives. Fi¡st was the st¡ccessful completion of all

the above stated objectives whictq would ultimately indicate that I had achieved the

broader evaluability assessment goal. Secondly, I administered a feedback questionnai¡e
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to all the key stakeholders that were identified and interviewed. The questionnaires were

designed to elicit feedback on my performance as an evaluator.

Thirdly, my performance as an evaluator will be measured by completing the Utilization

Enhancement Checklist @rown & Braskamp, 1980). Please See Appendix A. The

checklist is a measurement tool that focuses on the evaluator's understanding of the

organizational context, the planning and evaluatiorç the evaluation process and

communication. The Utilization Enhancement Checklist was completed two times

during the course of the evaluability assessment. The first time it was completed was

after the program analysis stage and then again upon the completion of the feasibility

analysis. These timelines were designed in such way as to afford me the opportunity to

review the products if the program analysis stage and then complete the checklist. The

checklist was again administered after I had the opportunity to see the products of the

remainder of the evaluability assessment. Progress was to be demonstrated by an

increase in score.

PersonøI Learníng Goøl

The personal learning goal that I had set for myself was as follows: to develop an in-

depth understanding of and obtain hønds on experience in conducting an evaluability

assessment.
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Pers on al L e arnin g O bj ectív es

I developed four personal learning objectives based on the above stated goal and they

were as follows:

1. To learn the history of program evaluation

2. To develop skills in areas such as data gathenng, analysis, and good written

communication.

3- To learn how to complete a comprehensive evaluability assessment which included:

o The Development of a program document model

o The development of a program manager's model

o The development of an evaluable consensual program model

o To conduct a feasibility analysis

4. To conduct productive and informative interviews.

Evaluatíon of Personal Learníng GoaI ønd Objectíves

My personal learning goal and objectives were to be evaluated in three ways. First, the

successful completion of the above listed personal learning objectives must occur. If all

four of the objectives v/ere successfully completed it would ultimately indicate that I had

achieved my broader personal learning goal. Secondly, I utilized the transcripts of the

interviews to review my skills an interviewer. Thirdly, I tracked my personal learning

by way of a journal. In this journal I kept a detailed log of my activities, my

observations, DY opinions, and the different experiences that I encountered while

conducting the evaluability assessment.
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CHAPTER tr

LITERATIIRE REVIEW OF CHTT,D PROTECTION MEDIATION

The following chapter provides a review of literature, which assisted in establishing the

context for an evaluability assessment on Winnipeg Child and Family Services' Child

Protection Mediation pilot project. The first section of the literature reviewed focuses on

the dynamics of the child protection system and identifies an alternative means in which

cases may be resolved. The second section provides a broad definition of mediation as

well as a brief explanation of the core theories and characteristic of the mediation process

and it application to social conflict. The final section of this chapter provides a brief

review of the existing literature specific to child protection mediation.

Dvnamics of Child Protection

Parents, in the Province of Manitob4 and throughout Canada are deemed to have the

skills and competence that is necessary to raise their children. It is only when parenting

falls below the standard of care which society deems is appropri ate,thatthe state, through

the offices of the Child and Family Services, intervenes in the lives of families

(Wildgoose & Maresca,1993). When parenting falls below the minimal standard, which

is acceptable by society, an intervention to secure children from abuse and neglect is

required (BarsLy, 1995, Cam¡thers, 1997, Wildgoose &Ma¡esca, 1993). Although each

family and their situation is unique, the type and the degree of intervention which can be

imposed upon families is carefully regulated by the law, as it is set out in Manitoba's

Child and Førnily Services Act (The Act). It is in accordance with this Ãct, that a
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mandated Child and Family Service representative investigate reports that indicat e that a

child may be in need of protective services. According to The Child and Family Services

Act. services must be delivered with the underlying declaration that families and children

have the right to the least interference with their affairs to the extent compatible with the

best interests of children and the responsibilities of society.

Providing services to families and their children under such a declaration can be very

challenging and at times impossible given the inherent nature of child protection services.

As Mayer (1984) questioned, how can social workers intervene in family situations in

such a way as to protect the child, preserve the integrity of the family and minimize the

encroachment of the state? Although the safety of children is a paramount concern for

the majority of Canadians, when it becomes realized that the state has the right to

question one's ability to parent, interventions are seen by some as offensivq unethical,

and intrusive. The idea of "saving" children from abuse and neglect is much more

glamorous then the actual dynamics involved when delivering services to the children

and those who abuse them.

When families initially become involved with a mandated child and family service

agency> the first dynamic that they will become aware of is the povier imbalance that

exists between their social worker and themselves @arsþ, 1996). As noted above, many

families are resistant to child protection workers because they feel that their power and

self-respect as parents is being challenged (Mayer, 1984). The initial intrusion of the

agency, along with the understanding that the child protection worker has the authority to
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remove children from their families', further emphasizes the lack of control the client has

over his/her o\ryn life and children. The power imbalance that is associated with the child

protection worker's authority (whether the child is removed or not) causes increased fear

for the client. It is perceived by the client, that failure to cooperate with the agency

'loluntarily" means that they may be subject to the sanctioning powers of the child

protection worker (BarsLy, 1995p. 13). This power imbalance is realized to an even

greater extent when one considers that, according to Maidman (19Sa) within the child

protection client populatior¡ there is an over representation of families from backgrounds

of poverty and other socially disadvantaged populations (cited in Barsþ, 1995 p. l3).

Consequently, when families disagree with the agency involvement, it is extremely

difücult for them to take a stand or fight against the agency. This coupled with their lack

of financial resources lends to their disempowerment.

What happens when parents disagree with Child and Family Services' level and type of

intervention? Historicall¡ the only recourse in the Province of Manitoba has been within

the court system. Once a child protection case has been thrust into the adjudicative

syster4 there are a number of negative ramifications.

First, the nature of the relationship between the social worker and the family often

changes (Maresca, 1994). The legal process finds its impetus in the adversarial model,

which pits parents against the agency. Parents are encouraged, by their lawyers to view

the agency as the enemy that must be beaten, thereby making it difficutt for them to

resume a relationship with their social worker, whether they win or lose the child
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protection case. At the same time workers have been pushed out of their helping roles,

when lawyers advise clients not to communicate with the worker @almer, 1989). The

social worker, who originally began to work with the family to be a helping professional,

is propelled into the role of an investigator who is responsible to build a case and bear

witness against his or her client (Maresca. 1994). Unfortunately this case building and

investigation requires a great deal of time and energy, which could otherwise be spent

helping children and their families. According to statistics compiled by Bruce Rivers,

Executive Director of the Children's Aid Society of Metropolitan Toronto, a social

worker is able to spend onty thirty five percent of his or her time on actual delivery of

services to clients. The remaining sixty-five per cent is spent on administrative andlor

court related tasks (Wildgoose & Maresca 1gg4).

Another potential negative impact that the legal system has upon child protection cases is

the length of time that is required to adjudicate a case. The court process is often slow

and cumbersome. Frequent adjournments are commonplace and applications often take

months, and at times years, before the courts find that children are in need of protection.

This can cause extra trauma for the child, by extending their time in care and

subsequently opening the door for bonding. After excessive time lapses the children who

bond to their foster families are then torn out of their foster homes and replaced with their

parents. This lends to confusion and instability in the children (Maresca, lgg4).

An alternative to the legal arena that has been applied to child protection cases and has

met with some success is mediation. As stated by Wildgoose and Maresca (1993),
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Mediatior¡ as a voluntary process of dispute resolution involving the parties and the

neutral, impartial mediator can re-vitalize and restructure the communications between

the parties. The mediation process is non-coercive and seeks to build communication

rather than inhibit it. It creates a problem solving structure, which places the family and

the social worker on the same teanq rather than as opponents. The mediator encourages

the parties to identifii and articulate their needs and interests, as opposed to pitting parties

as adversaries. In addition, given that there are no legal counsel involved in the

mediæion process and scheduling with courts, lawyers and judges is not an issue, the

process is significantly expedited.

Mediation

Mediation is a form of alternative dispute resolution (ADR). The search for alternatives

to dispute resolution has arisen in the past z}years out of concerns with court congestior¡

excessive litigation times, and rising legal costs (Camrthers, 1996). Mediation has

become a very popular and workable solution in dealing with these issues in the Canada

Judicial System. Consequentlg mediation has become a'tool" to resolve social conflicts

in court-affiliated programs and also in the private sector (camrthers,1996).

The Canadian Dispute Resolution Corporation (2000), defines mediation as "an

intervention into a dispute or negotiation of an acceptable, impartial, and neutral third

parry who has no authoritative decision making power to assist contending parties to

voluntarily reach their own mutually acceptable settlement of issues in a dispute (p.l).
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As stated by Barsþ (1995), mediation is a relatively new approach to dispute resolution.

However, the mediator role has existed through out history in a variety of forms.

Mediation is said to be a natural way in which people can deal with problems.

Historically friends, neighbors, parents and other family members have taken on the role

as a mediator on an informal basis (p. 1) Notr¡¿ithstanding these deep-seated historical

roots the concept of mediation, as an institutionalized alternative to court and other social

systems is relatively new @arsþ 1995).

Prior to mediation being introduced as an alternative to the adjudicative systenq litigants

often found themselves in a system in which there is always a win-lose outcome.

Alternatively, when mediation is utilized both parties often create a workable satisfuing

resolution to the dispute; this is a win-win outcome. As demonstrated by Jessie Dye,

(1983) in Table 1, mediation compares favorably to the legal system.
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Table 1. Comparison

(DYE, 1983)

The first court based family mediation service occurred n 1961, at the Los Angeles

County Conciliation Court. (Landau, Mesbur & Batolleto, 1987). Since this time there

has been arapid go\vth of mediation in fields as diverse as coûtmercial disputes, labor

between Mediation and the
Law Mediation
Win-lose outcome
Positions of the parties are adversarial

Requires extensive, expensive training and
knowledge of esoteric langoage and
systems (erpert-based)

Follows principles established sometimes
hundreds of years ago in different setting,
outcome based on precedent

Very expensive, from $50-$100lhour per
side

Prohibits conversation between the primary
stakeholders to the dispute (lawyer-lawyer
only)

Encourages distorting information to make
other parly wrong, "characterizing facts"

Tends to reinforce already existing po\¡/er
structure

Often destroys possibility of any future
relationship between parties, foster
alienation

Frequently takes years to resolve a dispute

Is costly to the taxpayer - court time costs
about $500/hour for administrative
expenses.

Decisions made by others

Win-win outcome
Positions ofthe parties are cooperative

Requires cornmon sense and some training
in dispute resolution (lay-person based)

Works with what is reasonable to the
parties in this situation, outcome base on
fairness and reality-testing

Usually free with volunteer mediators;
private mediators run from $50-75lhour for
both parties.

Requires conversation between the parties

Encourages truth-telling, reality-testing,
recognizes that there is truth on both sides

Tends to Equalize the power between the
parties, promotes justice

Encourages on-going relationships of the
parties, builds community

Resolves disputes in weeks if not days

Is relatively cheap using available space
and generally volunteer mediators

Solutions found by the parties
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conflicts, environmental disputes, victim-offender reconciliation and family law (Barsþ

& Trocme, 1998; Cam¡thers, 1996). The most popular area, in which mediation has

gained the highest degree of recognitiorç has been in that of family law. This is mainly

due to the fact that mediation emphasizes communication and cooperation and establishes

solid relationships between participants that result in an effective agreement being

supported by all parties (Camrthers, 1996). When these tools which are inherent in the

mediation process are utllized, divorce, child custody, and access issues are often

resolved successfully without having to proceed to a legal hearing.

Although the concept of mediation has spread through out different legal arenas, there

does not seem to be consensus that any one particular model of mediation is applicable to

all. This is primarily due to the fact that the context, in which each of these models is

implemented, differs greatly. Each has their own type of issues, incentives, legal

mandates, power dynamics, and potential pitfalls. (Barsky 1995). For the purpose of this

practicum the model of mediation that will be reviewed is that which is currently be

utilized in the child protection system in some provinces.

The basic theoretical underpinning of mediation, as it applies to child protection, is to

provide an alternative to the legal system, and to "encourage parties to communicate with

each other openly and fully, it offers psychological satisfaction not available in the

limited 'testimony' allowed in court" (Dyg rgg3, p. la7). The mediation model, which

is most frequently utilized by child protection agencies in Canada, is based on that which

is used by the British Columbia Justice Institute and is summarizedinTable2.



Table 2. Mediation Process

Stage I
Mediation Intake

Appropriateness
Risk assessment

Explain mediation
Assess readiness
Ageement to mediate

Stage II
Generate the Agenda

Background
Legal status
Parent's needs

Workers' needs/bottom line
Identi$r agenda issues

Stage IIf
Explore the issues

Explore interest
Concerns
Needs

Establish common ground

Stage fV
Develop an Agreement

Follow up to Mediation

Options for each issue
Evaluate/reality test
Write Agreement

To carry out terms
To refine
To consider new issues
Evaluate
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(Savoury, Beals, Parks, 1995, Cam:thers, 1997}

Child Pr.otection Mediation

As mediation became an acceptable and viable option in other areas of social conflict, the

interest of its application to child protection cases increased. The first real attempts at
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delineating mediation and child protection dates back to the middte of the 1980's (Mayer,

1984; Palmer, 1989; Barsþ, 1995). Child protection mediation pilot projects were being

developed in the United States and after some measures of success, some provincial

governments began to take interest. By 1990, some provinces within Canada began to

draft mediation into their legislatiorq policies and procedures.

The Child and Fami\t Semices Act (1990) of Saskatchewan contains a section of their

legislation, which allowed a mediator to become involved in the child protection cases,

however, it was not widely utilized. In the early 1990's Ontario and British Columbia"

also made changes to their legislation, which allowed mediation to be used as a viable

tool when delivering child protection services. Nova Scotia's Child and Family Services

Ac1¿,wlnchwas proclaimed in 1991, also implemented provisions for the use of mediation

in child protection cases. Unfortunately this program did not become operationalized

until the middle ofthe 1990's (McHale, 1996).

After reviewing the literature, which has been published in the area of child protection

mediation, it has been determined that the majority of it involves progr¿ùm description,

with some limited reporting of evaluations. As Barsþ (1995), points ou! interpreting the

acçumulated information presents a number of problems:

. child protection conte)ds vary from one jurisdiction to another;

o The models of mediation employed in various jurisdictions also vary; and
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o Methodologies used in many of the studies are not rigorous (e.g.: small sample size,

absence of random sampling, absence of random sampling, control groups or

matching for comparisons) (p. 29).

The most widely published literature on this topic originates out of the Children's Aid

Society of Metropolitan Toronto (CAS), pilot project which took place from 1990-lgg2

@arsþ, 1995). The impetus of this pilot project was to address the length of time

required to litigate these cases, which was primarily due to increasing legal complexity

of child protection cases. The concerning factor was that most cases were taking too

long in the adversarial arena and were not meeting the needs of the participants, but

particularly for the children (Maresca, 1995). This along with the following goals were

what the CAS mediation pilot project hoped to address:

I.) Realignment of conflict resolution. Mediation serves to realign the adversarial

approach to conflict resolution. The goal of the process is to empower parents (and

children, if appropriate) to work out solutions with their social workers, leading to

greater compliance with planned intervention. These consensual solutions are more

durable than orders imposed by the court.

2.) Promotion of competency through healthier role models. The mediation process

encourages healthier family role models, which might contribute to the reintegration

of the family. During mediation, with its emphasis on an equal say for all the pafties,

each person is looked upon as someone with something to contribute.
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3.) Earlier resolution of the Child Protection disputes. The adversarial system is

characferized by long delays, which leave children in limbo and are traumatic and

confirsing for them. Further, these delays entail some risk to the children's emotional

wellbeing as they establish bonds with foster parents or others from whom they must

separate. Mediation on the other hand, with less lawyer involvement and flexible

hours, can accelerate the time frame for dispute resolution.

4.) Better working relationships between social workers and families. By taking the

dispute out of the adversarial aren4- social workers and parents are able to again meet

as cooperative players rather than and adversa¡ies.

(Wildgoose & Maresc4 1993, p.3)

In CAS' pilot project, mediation was utilized as a means of diverting cases from court.

Consequently, one of the criteria for referral of case was that the case was otherwise

headed for judicial proceedings. In a report by Maresca (1992), the researchers for the

pilot project arrived at the following conclusions:

1.) The mediation process, as conducted in the project, is a cost-effective method of

resolving disputes. A conservative estimate from the CAS legal services department

indicates that a contested case costs the Agency between $1500.00 to $1800.00,

strictly for lawyer time. This does not include worker time, the costs of running a

courtroorn, judge's time, Legal Aid costs etc. The average cost of the mediations

conducted was $710.44, \¡iith the most expensive costing $l190.00 (also not including

the worker's time etc.).
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2.) The mediation process is a timely way to resolve child protection disputes...Of Eight

cases that were referred to mediation workers estimated that they spent between l7o/o

and S)Yoof the time that it would have been spent in court had the matter not been

resolved in mediation. In addition it was determined that once a referral was made to

mediation, the process only took between one and three months to complete.

3.) Mediated solution yields durable agreements. In each of the cases in which resolution

was reached in mediation (7), there was full compliance with the terms of the

agreement, and in at least one case CAS was able to close the file.

4.) There is general user satisfaction with the mediation process. The majority of clients

felt that they were heard fairly, and that they were able to actively participate in the

process. Most felt that the agreement reached was a fair one, and could be followed.

5.) The impact of the mediation process on the individuals involved is dramatic. The

assumption of personal, direct responsibility for one's own actions, and for the

ultimate outcome of the case can be frightening, intimidating, exhilarating,

threatening, liberating and empowenng Qt. 2-3)

In CAS' pilot project 22 cases were considered appropriate for mediation. Of these 22

cases l1 proceeded into mediation. The remaining cases were dispersed due to client's

refusal to participate in mediatiorq agreement reached between worker and the client or

planning changes resulting in stronger interventions. Of the 11 cases remaining the CAS

society reports that 80Yo of the cases were settled and did not need to proceed to courf.
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It should be noted that there were criteria for referral to the CAS Mediation project. The

following was provided as the general guidelines that were to be utilized in selecting

cases for the referral to the project:

1.) The immediate physical safety ofthe child was assured.

2.) The case was already before the courts or enroute to intervention through judicial

proceedings.

3.) The parents \¡/ere competent to negotiate for themselves. @arents unable to represent

their interests because of developmental disabilities, mental illness, or substance

based cognitive impairment were not offered mediation).

4.) AII participation \¡/as voluntary.

5.) Parent was not facing criminal charges related to or impacting on his/her ability to

parent (Maresca, 1992, p.7).

Examples of the issues that could be included in the mediation projects v/ere as follows:

o Parent - teen conflict

o Supervision ofteenage parenting

r Failure to thriveþhysical neglect

. Sexual abuseþhysical abuse

o Emotional and educational neglect

. Discipline practices

o Childplacemenlaccess

. Standards of parenting

(Maresca, 1992, p.7).

In additio4 CAS also provided a list of issues that would disquali$ cases from being
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referred to the mediation project. They included cases such as:

l.) Where family violence is so severe that at least one party is not capable of negotiating

due to intimidation.

2.) Where a party is so mentally handicapped or emotionally impaired that helshe is

unable to understand the process or to negotiate so as to mak e her/ his interests

known.

3.) where a parfy suffers from an uncontrolled substance abuse problem.

4.) Where an assessment ofthe family is ongoing.

5.) Where there are outstanding criminal charges relating to the issues to be mediated.

6.) Where one party refuses to participate in the mediation.

Critique of Child Protection Mediation

According to McNeilly, (1997) some have argued that mediation may be appropriate in

Iabor disputes, land settlement claims, or environmental negotiations, but not in family

matters or child protection issues. He contends that those who question the use of

mediation have argued that custody mediation compromises the interests of battered

'women and their children. Further McNeilly states that feminist scholars and advocates

for battered women have also found that mediation of custody issues poses more risks to

battered women and child that it offers benefits. The appropriateness of utilizing

mediation in situations where there are power imbalances has also been questioned

because mediation has failed to correct this issue.
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Other concerns from feminist analysis focus on gender-related issues, which occur in

inter-spousal disputes. It is felt that these issues also are applicable to child protection

mediation. Fineman (1938) and Girdner (1990), (cited in Barsþ, lgg5), stated the

following criticisms:

1.) Mediation fails to punish or provide retribution for socially unacceptable behavior.

2.) Mediation cannot ensure full disclosure of information.

3.) Given that mediation is generally a more private forum than the public court systern?

it is diffïcult to monitor for mediator bias or for the use of coercive mediation

techniques.

4.) Mediated agreements often depend upon voluntary compliance, but some situations

require mandatory enforcement mechanisms; and

5-) Mediation can result in outcomes that are based upon the relative bargaining power of

the parties rather than what is 'fair" or'îght" in the situation (p. 3I).

Other concerns that have arisen with the application of mediation to child protection are

that mediation does not properly safeguard children from neglect and abuse. The concern

is that mediation encourages compromise and child welfare is not something to be

bargained away. It additio4 critics state that mediation does not adequately protect

parent's right to procedural justice and express concern that parents will enter into

mediation with a power imbalance @arsky, 1995). Another concern that is expressed by

child protection mediation critics is that mediation is merely a duplicate of settlement

efforts that have already been made at various stages of the child protection process.
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Summary

The dynamics that are inherent in the child protection system cause a great deal of

disenchantment for families involved in the system as well as for the family service

workers that are employed within it. Concerns such as power imbalance, conflictual

adversarial relationships between the worker and families, and the extreme length of time

required to adjudicate cases continue to impact negatively on the child welfare system.

In response to these challenges new and innovative ways of dealing with these issues

continue to be sought. To this end, mediation and its success as an alternative dispute

resolution tool to resolve social conflicts in court affiliated cases as well as in the private

sector, has been applied to child protection cases.

The application of mediation has been met with some success in dealing with these

troublesome dynamics. Other provinces have implemented mediation as a tool and have

determined that the power imbalance decreased, the worker client relationship improved,

and that cases were being resolved in a dramatically quicker fashion. Notwithstanding

this success, there still appear to be some questions as to the appropriateness of the use of

mediation in child protection cases. Issues that accompany mediation such as failure to

provide punitive consequence for socially unacceptable behavior, lack of full disclosure,

lack of mandatory enforcement, fairness, and the question of safeguarding the children

from neglect and abuse are all outstanding for the critics of child protection mediation.
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CHAPTER Itr

LITERATI]RE REVIEW OF PROGRAM EVALUATION METHODS

The following chapter will provide a literature review of program evaluation. The first

section of the literature review will serve as an introduction to program evaluation and

social programs. A brief history of program evaluation and an explanation of the

conflicting paradigms are provided. AIso included will be a discussion about the

complexities that accompany evaluation research practice as it is applied to social

programs. The second section of this chapter will provide a definition of program

evaluation and its purpose. The third section will describe the different stages of

program development and the related evaluation functions. The final section will discuss

the disenchantment that has surfaced with respect to program evaluation.

"We are in an age when elected offrcials, the media and the public have become much

more demanding about accountability and receiving quality services in return for tax

dollars and donations to private foundations". (wholey, Hatry & Newcomer,1994, p.l)

Consequently, over the last several decades the demand for feedback and evaluation of

social programs has steadily increased. In order to provide the necessary information as

to whether a progr¿rm is meeting its intended purpose, a systematic application of social

research methodologies, also known as evaluation research is done.
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Evaluation research is directed at collecting, analyzing and interpreting information

the need for implementing effective and efücient interventions to better the lot

humankind (Freeman & Ross, 1989, Rutman, r9g0, wholey et al.,lgg4).

Essentially evaluation research emerged from the general acceptance of scientific

methods as a means of dealing with social problems in society. Althouglr, there is

evidence of evaluation activities as far back as the 17û century the wide spread

application of systematic data based evaluation is a relatively modern development

@ossi & Freemar¡ 1989;Rossi & Freeman, 7999;Wholey et al., lgg4). Commitment to

the systematic evaluation began prior to WÌñII at which time it was primarily utilized in

the fields of education and public health.

According to Freeman (in Ross & Freeman, 1989) by 1930, a significant number of

social scientists were advocating the application of rigorous social research methods to

the assessment of community action programs, and evaluations were implement more

frequently- However, the real 'BOOllf' period for evaluation research happened after

WWII. This was the beginning of large-scale social programming, which required major

expenditure commitments by governments. Consequently, there was a large demand for

"knowledge of results" by both government and taxpayers.

By the 1960's literature on evaluation practice grew and evaluation research had become

a'þowth industqy'' @oss & Freemarq 1985; Ross & Freeman,lgg3). Donald Campbell

(in Rossi & Freemaq 1989) wrote the most influential piece of literature in the evaluation

on

of
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field in 1969. According to Campbell (in Ross & Freeman, 1989) policy and program

decisions should emerge from the continual testing of ways to improve the social

condition and that social change efforts of the society should be rooted in social

experimentation. He states that the community and the nation, if not the world, should be

seen as a laboratory for social experiments. He contends that the technology of social

research makes it feasible to implement social experimentation in all aspects of the

community. Campbell supports and advocates the Scientific Paradigm experimental

model in evaluation research. This model encompasses the use of experimental methods,

standardized data collection, large samples and the provision of scientific, technical data.

@rownlee, 1995, p.2a-25).

This viewpoint has been challenged by another giant in the evaluation field Lee Cronbach

(in Ross & Freemaq 1989; Rossi & Freeman Lipsey, 1999). Lee Cronbach holds a more

pragmatic view on evaluation and argues that the purpose and intent of evaluations

differentiate from scientific investigations. He believes evaluation to be an art and every

evaluatibn represents an idiosyncratic effort to meet the needs of program sponsor and

stakeholders. Thus, whereas scientific studies strive to meet a set of research standards

set by the research peers, evaluations need to be designed and implemented in ways that

recognae the policy and program interests of the sponsor and stakeholders. Cronbach

believes that evaluation will yield maximally useful information for decision-makers to

give attention to the available resources, political circumstances and program constraints

(Rossi & Freeman, 1989).
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This disputed viewpoint as to whether evaluations should be "scientifrc" or "pragmatii'

is accompanied by other complexities of evaluations research practice. Perhaps the most

challenging aspect of applying social research procedures to the study of social programs

is the inherent requirement that evaluators do their work in a continually changing milieu.

Rossi & Freema4 (1993) indicate a number of features of social intervention evaluations,

which are associated with the highly volatile character of individual programs. (1.) The

resource, priorities and relative influences of sponsors of social programs frequently

change; Q,.) The interests and influence of the various stakeholders may change; (3.)

Priorities and responsibilities of the organizations and agencies implementing programs

can change significantly; (a.) Unanticipated problems with delivering the intervention

itself may require modi$ing the program and evaluation plan; (5.) Partial findings from

the evaluation may produce information that the intervention is failing to produce the

intended outcomes; (6.) Unanticipated problems may occur in implementing the

evaluation design.

Whether a researcher takes the lead from Campbell's scientific perspective or Cronbach's

view of evaluation as an art, social research procedures must be used to secure all

information that is required. In doing so each researcher will experience, to some degree,

the volatility and complexity of applying evaluation research procedures to social

programs.
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Rossi & Freeman (1989) define evaluation research as the systemic application of social

research procedures for assessing the conceptualizatior¿ design, implementation and

utility of social intervention programs (p.18). In other words, they state that evaluation

researchers use social research methodologies to judge and improve the ways in which

human services, policies and programs are conducted. This can be done from the earliest

stages of defining and designing programs, right through to the development and

implementation @ossi & Freemaa 1989).

According to Gabor, Unrau and Grinnell (1998) social service providers have never been

under greater pressure. They contend that the public's confidence is eroding and that

they are calling for social workers to become more accountable and the very rationale of

the profession is being called into question. He further states that social work has entered

an era in which only the best social service programs, which can demonstrate they

provide needed, useful and competent services for our clients, will survive.

Consequently, there is a continual need to look for new ways to make services, which are

offered to clients, more responsive, more effective and more efficient. (Gabor et al 199g;

Rutman 1980; Rossi & Freeman 1989). Therefore, it is vital to continually monitor,

adjust and provide quality improvement evaluations at both the practitioners' level and

program level.

The most challenging aspect of evaluation is that there is no "one size fits all" approach

(Rossi, Freeman, & Lipsey, 1999). Rossi et al (1999) contend that every evaluation has
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its own unique profile of characteristics and the evalu¿tion design must involve an

interplay between the nature of the evaluation situation and the evaluation's repertoire of

approaches, techniques and concepts.

The purpose of evaluations also varies greatly from one situation to another. The

evaluator determines the purpose of the evaluation by establishing who wants the

evaluatiorq what they want and why they want it. Chelmisþ (in Rossi et al,1999) states

that although the details will vary greatly, evaluations are done for one or more of the

following broad reasons; (1.) Program improvement; Ø Accountability; (3.)

Knowledge generation; (4) Political ruse of public relations. The scope of each

evaluation will be influenced by the specific reason/s for which it is being conducted.

The way an evaluation asks questions and the research procedures utilized depend on the

reasons for the evaluation and the developmental stage of the program.

The life of a social program can be thought of as a developmental progression in which

different questions are issues at different stages. Therefore, different evaluation

approaches must be applied to answer those questions (Rossi et al, 1999). This means

that every evaluation must be tailored to the program. The tasks that an evaluator

undertakes differ depending on the stage of activity at which they are brought in and the

needs and interests of the stakeholders. The stages of program development may be

found by locating the programs on a continuum with poles at innovative progr¿rms and
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established programs, with those in need of refinement or modification lying somewhere

in between (Rossi & Freeman, 1993;Rossi & Freeman l9g9prownlee, 1995).

When new or innovative programs are initiated, evaluations are often requested to

examine the social needs the program should address, the program design and objectives,

the definition of its target populations, the expected outcomes and the means by which it

assumes those outcomes can be attained. These are especially relevant during the

planning phase when the basic design is being formulated and changes can be made

easily (Rossi et al, 1999). Evaluations of new progr¿ùms, which are expected to address

questions of impact and efficiency, should not be undertaken until a program has had the

opportunity to be fully implemented. The reason for this is that, some new progr¿ùms

have taken up to a year to establish facilities, acquire and train staü make contact with

desired target populations, and to develop its service to the desired level. Newly

developed programs can build in evaluation research in ways that provide feedback

information to the program and its stakeholder, for the purpose of redirection (Rossi et al,

1999)' Suchman (in Brownlee, 1995), considered this to by exploratory research with the

main objective being to learn enough to be able to move ahead and develop a program,

which can then be evaluated in a more systemic way.

As stated in Rossi and Freeman (1985), an innovative program is defined as a program

that has not been subject to implementation and assessment in the following ways: (1.)

The intervention itself is stilt emerging or is in the research and development phase; (2.)

The delivery system or parts of it have not been adequately tested; (3.) The targets of the

program are markedly new or expanded; Ø) The program originally undertaken in
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response to one goal is continued or expanded because of its impact on another objective.

Therefore, the expanded or revised program may also be considered to fall within the

innovative program category.

Once a program is underway, it is very important to do a fine-tuning evaluation to

determine variations in the ways the program operates. "The major reason to do so is to

improve either their efücacy or their efficiency-that is, to increase their impact or to

decrease their costs per unit of impact" @ossi & Freemar¡ lggg). other reasons for

conducting a fine-tuning evaluation are to provide equitable service delivery and to

reduce dropouts from the target population. 'Tt should be emphasized that there is no

clear-cut dividing point between innovative and fine-tuning or modification efforts.

Sometimes the changes being tested are minor and clearly modificatory. Other times,

however, they are costly and may have broad ramifications for human service networks,,

@ossi & Freemar¡ 1989, p. 56).

Although evaluating innovative progr¿rms is very important, a far greater amount of effort

will be required when assessing established programs. Evaluating established progr¿ùms

obligates the evaluator to be cognizant of the social and poliçical history of the program.

In doing so they will be well versed in the long-standing ameliorative efforts and

fundamental changes. These evaluations are directed towards such issues as coverage,

effective service delivery, and the impact efficiency of those services. Other reasons for

evaluating established programs may be that the program itself has been called into

question or program sponsors are dissatisfied with intervention results.
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Tvpes of Proqram Evaluations

According to Gabor et af., (1998) there are five types of evaluations that can be utilized

for the above stated reasons. The fi¡st type of program evaluation is a needs øssessment.

This is an assessment that is undert¿ken by an evaluator to verifu that a social problem

exists within a specific client population. The needs assessment will expose the extent of

the problem and determine if there is a warranted need for the implementation of a

program. A needs assessment is usually undertaken prior to the inception of a program.

The second type of evaluation is that of an evaluabiliQt assessment. This evaluation can

be used to develop a program model to solve the social problem believed to exist as

evidence by the needs assessment. An evaluability assessment can also be used after a

program is developed but before it is evaluated. This evaluation will determine if

program goals, objectives, and activities are stated in suffrciently clear and explicit terms

to enable an evaluation to take place. The third type of evaluation is that of an

asses$nent outcome evaluation. This type of evaluation is concerned with changes in

needs, problems, or strengths relating to service recipients. In short, assessment

outcomes are conducted to determine to what degree the program is meeting it's overall

objectives.

The fourth type of evaluation is an efficiency asses$nent. Ttns is done to determine what

type of time and resources are required to achieve successful outcomes. Upon

completion of this evaluation, determinations as to whether there is a way to reduce costs

and time, without decreasing the effectiveness of the program can be made. Finally, the
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last type of evaluation is a process evaluation. This type of evaluation is concerned with

determining the sequence of activities a program undertakes to achieve its objectives, and

attempts to answer question as to why a program is or is not effective.

Clearly as stated above there is not'bne" type of evaluation that ñts all programs. There

are a number of factors that an evaluator must take into account prior to engaging in

evaluation tasks. Not only will the evaluator have to consider the purpose of the

evaluation; they also must take into account the developmental stage a program is at, at

the point at which the evaluation is undertaken. The following is a brief description of

the different stages of program development.

Stages of Program Develonment

According to Hermaq Morris and Fitz-Gibbon (1987) there are four phases of program

development, each requiring different evaluation methods. The four phases described are

not inviolate or separate; they often overlap and some programs skip certain phases

entirely. The first phase of program development is that of program initiation. During

this phase "sponsors, managers, and planners consider the goals they hope to accomplish

through program activities and identify the needs and/or problems that a program is

supposed to redress" Qlerman et al., 1987, p. l2). At this stage of program development

the most appropriate type of evaluation is a needs assessment.

The second phase of a program is its planning phase. Ideally, a program is designed to

meet the high priority goals as established in the needs assessment. 'During this phase,
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controlled pilot testing and market testing can be used to assess the effectiveness and

feasibility of alternative methods of addressing primary needs and goals" (flerman et al.,

1987,p. l3).

The third phase ofprogram implementation may occur as it is being installed. This phase

will usually occur during the first year of the new program. During this time the

program's sponsor's should have the opporlunity to give the new program a chance to

iron out mistakes, solve problems, and reach a point where it is running smootlrly. Also

during this phase of the program staff try to operationalize it to suit their particular

setting. The evaluations that are conducting during this phase of program development

need to provide formative informatior¡ '\¡¡hich describes how the progr¿ùm is operating

and ways to improve it" (Ilerman et al., lgg7, p. 13).

Accordingto Herman et al., (1987), the final stage of program development is program

accountability. When a program becomes established with a permanent budget and an

organaational niche, it may be time to question its overall effectiveness and impact. This

may result in judgements about whether or not to continue to the progranL decisions as to

whether or not e4pand it, and whether or not to recommend the program for use in other

locales. Dqring this phase, evaluations need to provide summative information. This

means that data about the program are collected and a summary report is written to show

what the program looks like, what it has achieved, and what implication and

recommendations may be derived for improving future efforts and/or informing public

policy.
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I)isenchantment of Program Evaluation

Despite the popularity of program evaluatiorq the literature states that some

disenchantment has surfaced @utman, 1930). There are a number of factors that have

caused concenL some of which are: methodological weakness of studies, nonutilization,

and misuse of evaluations, are cited as a few. These problems are discussed below.

The methodological rigor of evaluations of social programs has been criticized by some

as being weak. Bernstein and Greeman (in Rutman, 1980), concluded that half the

studies that measured impact were deficient either in desigrq sampling or validity. In

addition they found that program stakeholders often attacked evaluators in defense of

their progranç and attempts were made to discredit the evaluation. It was this concern

over methodological weakness that contributed to the questions raised as to the

usefulness of program evaluation.

The non-utilization of findings also raised disenchantment, when it was recognized that

evaluation frndings had not made a major contribution to the budgetary process, policy

decisions, or program development. Consequently, this led to serious questioning about

the need for large and expensive studies. In addition, it was determined that regardless of

technical ngor, relevance, timely, and properly communicated finding there were major

obstacles for the utilization of findings. Organizations tended to resist change and strong

public acceptance of some progr¿Ìms impacted upon the decisions as to whether or not the

finding would be utilized. "To merely state the obvious, evaluation findings are only one
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input into the decision making process, and the other factors-professional, bureau cratic,

and political often outweighs empirical evidence." (Rutman, 1980, p.33).

The misuse of evaluations was also cited as a reason for disenchantment. Suchman, (in

Rutmarç 1980) identified five misuses of evaluations andtheyare as follows: (1.) "eye

washing"- an attempt to justify a weak or bad program by deliberately selecting only

those aspects that "look good" on the surface; (2.) 'l¡¡hitewash"- efforts to cover up

program failure by having subjective appraisals; (3.) "submarine"- the use of evaluation

to purposefully destroy a prograrn, regardless of its effectiveness; (4.) 'þosture"- an

attempt to use evaluation as a gesture of objectivity or professionalism; and (5.)

'þostponement"- delay of immediate action by pretending to wait foe the facts @.33-34).

All of the cited problems were often due to the failure to consider whether an evaluation

could meet its objectives. According to Rutman (1980), this was a result of premature of

evaluations, which were often conducted on programs that were not really amenable to

impact or effectiveness studies. Consequently, the evaluability assessment was expanded

upon to determine whether a relevant and technically feasible study could be conducted

to achieve the purposes of the evaluations. This was done through the analysis of

documents and conducting of interviews, to sort out those aspects of the prografiL upon

which evaluations could be conducted from those that required special attention to

enhance their'bvaluability" @utmar¡ 19g0, p. 35).
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CHAPTER lV

LITERATT]RE REVIEW OF EVALUABILITY ASSESSMENT

The following chapter is a review of the literature on evaluability assessment. It provides

a brief overview of the origin of the evaluability assessment procedure and describes

factors that affect it. In the second section a brief explanation of the first stage of the

evaluability assessment, the program analysis stage, is provided. This is followed by a

delineation of the second stage of the evaluability assessment, which is that of the

feasibility analysis. The final section provides a discussion as to how to enhance

progr¿Lm evaluability, and elaborates on the issues related to the use of the evaluability

assessment for the evaluation planning.

Overview of Evaluability Assessment

There are many issues facing the field of program evaluation. These range from the

technical question of research methodologies to the broad sociopolitical factors, all of

which affect the planning, the conducting and the utilization of evaluations (Rutman,

1980). As best stated by Weiss (cited in Rossi & Freemarç l9g9),

The sins ofthe program are often visited on the evaluation. When programs are
well conceptualized and developed with clearly defined goals and consistent
methods of work the lot of evaluations relatively easy. Bui when programs are
disorganized beset v/ith disruptior¡ ineffectively designed, or pooily managed,
the evaluations fall heir to the problems ofthe setting.-

The failure to address the shortcomings of a program design and implementation, prior to

conducting the program evaluation, will limit the usefulness of the study's findings. A

logical solution to such problems seems to be the application of exploratory and
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formative researclq which would be done to facilitate progr¿ùm development to address

program problems (Rutman, 1980). Formative evaluations, as defined by Wholey et al.,

(1994), is an evaluationthat focuses on data collection from pilot project situations and

recipients while developing an intervention to obtain feedback about the feasibility of the

proposed aøivities and their fit with intended settings and recipients þ. 48). This logic

served as the impetus for Joseph Wholey and his colleagues, at The Urbøn Institute to

develop a procedure called the evaluability assessment, in the 1970's.

Wholey (in Wholey, Hatrey, & Newcomer, 1994) states that planning evaluations

intended to improve program performance begins by identifring the program goals,

objectives, and performance indicators by which a program will be evaluated; and by

identifying the data sources to be used for the measurement comparisons, and analysis

that will required. At this point, Wholey contends that four problems typicalty surface:

(l ) evaluator and intended users fail to agree on goals, objectives, side effects, and

performance criteria to be used in evaluating programs; (2.) program goals and

objectives are found to be unrealistic given the resources that have been committed to

them and the program activities that are under way; (3.) relevant information about

program performance are often not available; and (4.) administrators at the policy or

operating level are unable or unwilling to change the program on the basis of evaluation

information (p. 15). Wholey argues that these four problems, which plague many public

and private programs, can be reduced and often overcome by utilizing the qualitative

evaluation pro cess, evaluability assessment.
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Althouglq Joseph Wholey originally created the first phase of the evaluability

assessment, in 1979, Leonard Rutman (1980) expanded it. Rutman, developed and

modified the evaluability assessment for planning useful evaluations, and created a step-

by-step instruction as to how to implement an evaluability assessment. For the purpose

of this practicum Rutman's (1980), step-by-step instructions will be used as a guideline

for doing an evaluability assessment.

Initially, the original focus of the evaluability assessment was to examine the program

structure and to determine whether or not the program was structured in a manner that

would facilitate an evaluation of it effectiveness. Later, the scope of the evaluability

assessment was enlarged to include an analysis of the purpose of the evaluation and

feasibility of implementing the required methodology (Rutman" 1980). Rutman, (1980,

1984), believed that doing this kind of analysis can prevent many of the pitfalls of

program evaluation. It further assists by identifying and resolving the constraints that

limit the implementation of required research methodology, during the planning of the

evaluation. Consequently, he found it only logical to undertake an analysis of purpose

and feasibility as a follow-up to the assessment of program characteristics.

While Rutmar¡ (1980; 1984) describes specific steps to follow when doing an

evaluability assessment, room was left for modification and adaptation of the procedure

to suit particular circumstances. He contends that paying attention to the issues affecting

the evaluability of programs is more important than the mechanics of carrying out the
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prescribed steps. Therefore, the steps of the evaluability assessment are to be used as a

guide rather than to serve as a checklist.

The factors that affect program evaluability can be grouped under two major areas of

concern: progr¿Lm characteristics and the feasibility of implementing the required

methodology. An understanding of these factors that affect program evaluability is

necessary for carrying out the evaluability assessment. The specific steps of the

evaluability assessment procedure are designed in such awayas to identify these factors

and determine their implication for the program evaluation.

The first factor that must be taken into account is that of the characteristics of the

program that is being evaluated. This is done by, determining the extent to which the

program is structured to make it amendable to an evaluation of its effectiveness. The

desired outcome is to identi$r those progr¿rm components and goals/effect that should be

considered for inclusion in the evaluation. The following list of questions is central: Is

the program (or its components) clearly defined and capable of being implemented in the

prescribed manner? Are the goals and effects clearly specifïed? Can the program

realistically achieve the specifïed goals or produce the anticipated effects? procedures

fot analyzing the program to answer these questions include reviews of the program

documents, interviews, and collecting information in the field.

The second factor that affects the evaluability assessment is concerned with determining

the feasibility of conducting an evaluation to meet the study's pu{poses. The important
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questions include: What is the pu{pose of the evaluation? What are the methodological

requirements? Can the progr¿rm be designed and implemented to meet evaluation

requirements? Is there an acceptable methodology that can be used for the study? What

limitations and restrictions are placed on the study by the various constraints - fìnancial,

political, legal, ethical, and administrative? The feasibility analysis is done to identi$r

those aspects of the program that can be appropriately and reasonably measured in an

effective evaluation

Program Analvsis

Program analysis as described by Rutman (1980), is done 'to identifu program

components that are well defined, can be implemented in a prescribed manner, and

clearly specified goals and effects that are plausible (p.S7). Analysis of program

characteristics begins with the examination of documents, and a flow model is developed

which depicts the program's structure. The next step is to conduct interviews with

persons whose understanding of the program is considered important for the development

of the evaluation design. Their viewpoints are also described using flow models. This

information is then supplemented by the collection of data in the field, to describe the

operation of the prograûL its clientele, and the effects that the program appears to

produce (Rutmar¡ 1980; 1984;1985, Rossi & Freeman l9g9; 1993;Wholly et al,lgg4).

Preparíng aprogram document model

The evaluation's fìrst task is to prepare a model of the progra.m and to delineate how it is

depicted in the formal program documents. This model will gather information from
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proposals, published brochures, administrative manuals, staff working papers and other

relevant materials. The purpose of composing a program document model is to inform

the analysts of the nature of the program. The document should reflect an accurate

picture of information gathered and should not include the evaluator's views (Rutman,

1980; 1984; Rossi & Freemary 1993).

The other reason for analyzing program documents is to secure an honest depiction of the

progr¿Ìm to the various constituencies that have an interest in it. This is accomplished by

determining formal commitments made to programs, which body legislates the existence

of funds the programs, and commitments to clients and general public.

The evaluation begins by identi$ring and listing all of the program components and

goals/effects. Program components are described as activities that directly impact on the

clients of the social programs and are expected to produce the stated goals/effects. Next,

the evaluator is to prepare a flow chart. This chart illustrates program components and

indicates casual linkages to goals and effects. This information is drawn from the

documents that wefe reviewed.

The developmental program document model facilitates the conducting of interviews

with the relevant stakeholders. This stage will enable the evaluator to determine poorly

defined goals, effects, gaps and conflicts. Questions pertaining to all these issues are

formulated so that they can be posed to the relevant stakeholders.
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Interví ewí ng p er s on n el

According to Rutman (1980), the evaluator interviews personnel to determine the

perceptions of the stakeholders. Several considerations guide the evaluator in selecting

persons to be interviewed. These are. the characteristics of the program, the extent to

which it is felt that the person has an understanding of the progranr, and the possible

contribution of the interview to the assessment, and the availability of time and resources.

The wording of the questions posed can be determined according to the situation of the

person being interviewed. The important thing is that all issues are covered. The

interview starts by the evaluator explaining the evaluability assessment procedure and the

purpose for conducting the interviews, as well as the interviewee's importance to the

procedure- The evaluator then illustrates and explains the program document model to

the interviewee and explains how it was developed. The question is posed as to whether

the program document depicts an accurate description ofthe program.

It is then the analyst's responsibility to determine the interviewee's view of the program.

To secure this information the following questions (or variation of them) are asked: (1.)

Are any progr¿ì.m components missing?; (2.) How do each of the components operate?;

(3.) Are any goals and effects missing in the program documents model?; (a.) What is the

meaning of each goal and effect?; (5.) Are there competing or conflicting goals?; and (6.)

Are the casual linkages plausible? Once the questions have been answered the analyst

prepares a new progfam managers' model from the new information gathered. The new

model is then presented to the interviewee to confirm accuracy.
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Fíndìng outwhaÍ is really happeníng

In order for the analyst to døermine what is really happening in the prograrn, it may be

necessary to collect data in the field. This is to confirm information, which was not

evident through the analysis of documents or interviews. This venture into the field is not

done for the purpose of the evaluation assessment. It is only to secure a better

understanding ofthe progr¿ùm. The following questions should be considered: How is the

program implemented?; and Who is served by the program?

The venture into the field primarily focuses on the type of information that is needed

rather than on the methods of collecting it. After discovering the program "realities" in

the field the evaluator may develop another flow chart Sutman, l9g0).

Developíng an evaluøble model

The purpose of reviewing documents, conducting interviews and collecting information

in the field leads to the identiflrcation of program components and goals and effects that

should be considered for inclusion in an evaluation study. When developing the

evaluable model, the analyst must be mindfi¡l that all three preconditions are met - i.e.

(1.) program components are well defined and can be implemented in the prescribed

manner; (2.) goats and effects are clearly specified; and (3.) casual linkages are plausible.

A flow chart of the evaluable model is developed (Rutmaq l9g0).
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Analvzins the Feasibilitv of Achievine the Evaluation's purpose

According to Rutman (1980), once the program analysis is complete it is necessary to

determine which program components will actually be examined. This can be done by

exploring the purpose of the evaluation, the information needs of those who authorize

and/or fund it, and by discovering the major focus and nature of the evaluation. "It is the

purpose of the evaluation that establishes the methodological requirements. The

feasibility analysis aims to determine the extent to which the methodological

requirements can be met, given the numerous constraints that inevitably arise" (f,.123).

Doing a purpose and feasibility analysis is important because it provides information

about whether or not a particular type of evaluation should or should not be completed.

Purpose(s) of the evaluøtìon

When undertaking a feasibility analysis a number of issues should be considered. The

following is a list of questions that may be posed in regard to the feasibility of

implementing various tasks. The aim of these questions and explanations is to provide

guidance for doing a feasibility assessment rather than criteria for judging whether or not

to launch an evaluation. Suggested questions are as follows: (1.) Who are the potential

users?; (2 ) What are the various purposes for conducting evaluations of program

effectiveness?; and (3.) What are the information needs of the primary user? (Rutmarq

1e8o).
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Program desígn &. ímplementøfion

As already mentioned in this chapter, design and implementation of a program is

important in order to draw conclusions about the effectiveness of particular program

components carried out in a prescribed way. Now information must be gathered as to the

feasibility of implementation of methodology.

In accordance with Rutman's guide (1980), this is done through seeking the answers to

the fotlowing questions: (1.) Is the program designed so that the evaluation can attribute

the findings to particular program components?; Q) To what extent can the program be

implemented in a prescribed manner?; and (3.) To whæ extent can research requirements

be incorporated by the program.

The next issue that must be considered is the constraints, which affect program design

and implementation requirements. There are many constraints that limit the extent to

which a progr¿rm can be designed and implemented to meet a1l evaluation requirements.

However, these constraints must be addressed to determine the feasibility of meeting the

evaluation requirements. There aÍe a number of constraints that affect feasibility of

evaluations, some examples are: program strusfure, cost, political constraints and legal

issues. Once the analyst has determined the purpose of the evaluations and is able to

consider the program design and implementatiorq the next step is to collect information.
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I nfor m a.tí o n Re q ui r eme nt s

The first task for the evaluator is to determine the type and volume of information needed

to meet the purpose of the evaluation. Once this information is collected, consideration

can be given to the various means of obtaining this data. The sources and the collection

procedures utilized must be assessed for their ability to produce valid and reliable

information. The feasibility of meeting data requirements is decided by examining the

cost and the limitations imposed by such constraints as political, legal, ethical and

administrative factors. There are four types of information the evaluation is expected to

produce. These can be broken down into four categories: (1.) programming; (2.) goals

and effects; (3.) antecedent conditions; and (4.) intervening variables.

Rutman (1980), states that regardless of the information collected the validity and

reliability of the data are major issues because of their impact on the findings. The

following is a brief discussion as to how validity and reliability issues might arise,

questions to determine these issues and the factors that affect the feasibility of

implementing valid and reliable measurement.

A valid instrument is defined as an instrument that measures what it purports to measure.

The following questions identi$' the issues that must be addressed to determine the extent

to which validity can be achieved: (1.) How adequate is the definition of the concept

being measured?; (2.) Is the measurement procedure relevant for the program goal?; (3.)

To what extent are the proposed measurement procedures likely to affect validity of

data?; and (a.) How will non-response be handled?
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Rutman (1980), indicates the next issue that needs to be explored is the reliability of the

information collected. Reliability refers to the consistency and stabitity of the measure.

The aim is to utilize data collection and processing procedures that minimize error.

Factors that may lead to unreliable data collection include: (1.) respondents mood,

fatigue or motivation; Q) interviewers personal characteristics; (3.) conditions under

which information is being collected; (4.) faults with the measurement instrument; and

(5.) problems coding data is mechanical error.

Once validity and reliability are considered the analyst must turn his/her attention to the

factors affecting the feasibility of collecting valid and reliable data. This must be done

before the study is launched and provides information as to how readily measurement

procedures can be implemented at the desired level of validity and reliability. This can

be done by seeking answers to the following questions; (1.) To what extent will potential

factors undermine efforts to implement valid and reliable measures?; e)A¡e there major

obstacles in obtaining the necessary data?; (3.) what are the cost implications for

obtaining required information?; and. (a.) To what extent can the evaluation exercise

provide sufücient control over the data collectioq to help ensure the cçllection of valid

and reliable data?

Research Design

Rutman suggests the next task in conducting the feasibility analysis is concerned with the

feasibility of implementing research designs that provide the basis for auributing the
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measured results to the prograrn, and generalizing the findings to other persons>

institutions, situations, places, and times. This can be accomplished by answering the

following questions: (1.) How will eligibility for parricipation in the program be

determined?; (2.) will there be control groups?; (3.) How will control groups be

established?; (a.) What will be the timing and frequency of data collected?; and (5.) How

will the data be analyzed?.

Identífyíng progrum components and goals/effects to be studìed

The feasibility analysis is undertaken to determine which program components and

goals/effects will be included in a particular evaluation. The scope of the evaluation

would depend upon the findings that are available. often times many aspects are

considered to be expensive to study, white others are considered not worthwhile. Once

information priorities have been established in relation to available funds, the evaluator

will be able to determine which program components and goals/effects can be included

and which will be excluded.

The feasibility analysis will assist in determining goals/effects that can be tested for their

effectiveness according to the purpose for conducting the study, the standards of ..

acceptable" methodology, and the degree of willingness to make compromises in light of

cost and other constraints. Consequently, the issues outlined above can serve as a guide

for sorting out the various facts that impact on the feasibility of implementing an

evaluation on particular program components and goals.
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Enhancins Proeram Evaluability

The third stage of the evaluability assessment is to determine 'fuhat can be done to

enhance the evaluability of a program-i.e., to make it possible to examine other program

components and goals/effects and./or to implement more rigorous research

methodology?" (Rutmarq 1980, p. 163). To enhance the evaluability of programs, many

review strategies can be uttlized. They include: (1.) analyzingproblems; (2.) specifying

outcomes; (3.) assessing program design and implementation; and (4.) conducting

formative studies. In doing this program review often it is recognized that changes may

be required. Program design and delivery may need to be altered, goals and effects

modified, and constrains removed. A plan needs to be established with the program staff

and other stakeholders 'to strengthen the evaluability potential of program components

not currently amenable to evaluation, and an approach for subsequently building them

into the evaluation effort" (Rossi and Freem ary (19g2, p.77).

Conclusion of Literature Review

The dynamics that are inherent in the child protection system cause a great deat of

disenchantment for both families involved in the system and social workers that work

with in the system- Concerns such as the pov/er imbalance, the conflictual adversarial

relationship between the worker and families, and the extreme length of time required to

adjudicate cases, have left Winnipeg Child and Family Service's Management Team

eager to find new and innovative techniques to assist in dealing with these issues. The

application of mediation has had some success in dealing with these troublesome

dynamics- Other provinces have applied mediation to child protection cases and have
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determined the power imbalance decreased, the worker client relationship improved, and

cases were being resolved in a dramatically quicker fashion. Consequently, with this

success Winnipeg Child and Family Services has decided to create a Mediation pilot

Project in an attempt to replicate these successes. The most widely published literature

regarding child proteøion mediation originated from The Child's Aid Society (CAS) of

Metropolitan Toronto. In 1990-1992 CAS conducted a Mediation Pilot project, which

v/as met with a great deal of success and was later implemented as an ongoing program.

It is the program description and information published by CAS that will form the basis

of the winnipeg child and Family services Mediation pilot project.

Not unlike most social programs, The Child Protection Mediation Pilot project will have

to provide quality services to clients, will have to ensure the program meets its intended

purpose, and will held accountable to demonstrate program outcomes to those that are

providing the funding for this project. Consequently, an evaluation will be required and

the Committee will need to ensure that the implementation of this program will

correspond to the program definitions and objectives. They want to be sure that the

implementation and planning of the progranì, is done in a way that it will create a

favorable climate for the evaluation at the end of the pilot project. Given this, and with

the realization that Winnipeg and Family Services Child Protection Mediation pilot

Project can be considered an innovative program, in that it has not yet been implemented

and assessed, the most logical type evaluation to be conducted is an evaluability

assessment.
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When conducting an evaluation, decisions have to be made with regard to the approach

that will be used. Scientific evaluators believe that social research procedures must be

used to obtain some or all of the information that is collected. Conversel¡ pragmatic

evaluators believe that evaluation is an a¡t and they hold the position that experience in

studying a particular social problem area, intuitior¡ and needs of the sponsbrs and

stakeholders should be the impetus of their work. The approach that will be used in this

evaluability assessment could be found some where between scientific approach and the

pragmatic approach. The evaluability assessment will take into account the needs and the

requirements of the stakeholders while also attempting to meet some of the requirements

of a scientific investigation. Rutman's (1980), step-by-step guide to evaluability

assessment can be considered both a scientific evaluation too! and given that alterations

and flexibility that will by applied to ensure invested stakeholders needs are met, it could

also be considered pragmatic.

The evaluability assessment paves the way for evaluations to be much more effective,

relevant and useful. As stated by Kellburg (1990), with the involvement of committed

stakeholders an evaluable program can be made available. This includes clearly defined

progra.m components, specified measurable goals/effects, and plausible causal linkages.

The purpose of the evaluatior¡ as well as the methodology, and priorities of the

evaluation will be laid out in a clear, collaborative, useful and relevant plan. It is hoped

that upon the completion of this practicun¡ the evaluability assessment will assist The

Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project Committee in creating a program that is well

defined, with clearly specified goal, and effects that have plausible causal linkages.
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CHAPTER V

EVALUABILITY ASSESSMENT--PROGRAM ANALYSIS

Prosram l)ocument Model

Protection Mediation Pilot Proiect

Winnipeg Child and Family Services is aware that parents, in the Province of Manitoba,

and throughout Canada are deemed to have the skills and competence that is necessary to

raise their children. It is only when parenting falls below the standard of care which

society deems is appropriate, that the state, through the offices of Child and Family

Services, intervenes in the lives of families (Wildgoose & Maresc4 1993). When

parenting falls below the minimal standard, which is acceptable by society, an

intervention to secure children from abuse and neglect is required (Barslqy, lgg5,

Camrthers, lgg7,Wildgoose & Maresca, 1993).

Although each family and thei¡ situation is unique, the type and the degree of

intervention which can be imposed upon families is carefully regulated by the law, as it is

set out in Manitoba's Child and Family Sertices Act (The Ãct). It is in accordance with

this Act, that a mandated Child and Family Service representative investigate reports that

indicate that a child may be in need of protective services. According to The Child and

Family Services Act, serirces must be delivered with the underlying declaration that

families and children have the right to the least interference with their affairs to the extent

compatible with the best interests of children and the responsibilities of society.

57
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Providing services to families and their children under such a declaration can pose many

challenges and at times seem impossible given the inherent nature of child protection

services.

The rationale for the project is premised on the belief that when the mediation process is

applied to child protection cases, a more effective and empowering resolution is reached

in a shorter time period, with less expense. Mediation, is a voluntary process of dispute

resolution involving the parties and, a neutral impartial mediator, which re-vitalizes and

restructures the communications between the family service worker and their client

(Wildgoose & Maresca 1993). The mediation process is non-coercive and seeks to build

communication rather than inhibit it. It creates a problem solving structure that places

the family and the family service worker on the same tearn, rather than as opponents.

The mediator encourages the parties to identifu and articulate their needs and interests, as

opposed to pitting parties as adversaries. Considering that legal counsel is absent in the

mediation process, scheduling with courts, lawyers and judges is not an issue.

Consequently, the problem solving and communication building process is significantly

expedited.

The Structure

In recognition of the inherent challenges in providing services to children and their

families, Winnipeg child and Family Services took the initiative to create a Child

Protection Mediation Pilot Project. To bring the project to fruition an Advisory

Committee was structured on December 21,2000. The primary purpose of the committee
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was to gather literature and information from other currently successful mediation

projects in Canada, and to create and implement a model into Winnipeg Child and Family

Services.

Originally, the pilot project had an advisory committee that was made up of a number of

members that included representation from the Family Services and Housing, Child

Protection Support Branch (the Directorate), Winnipeg Child and Family Services

executive management, management, legal feam, as well as frontline protection workers.

Unforrunately, due to the changing milieu within the child welfare system in Manitoba,

the actual members of the committee have changed significantly. However, there is

representation from each ofthe above noted areas.

Fundine

The Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project received funding from the Directorate on

ApnI26,200l. This was reflected in a letter was sent to Mr. Lance Barber, the former

Chief Executive Ofücer of Winnipeg Child and Family Services, advising that

$50, 000.00 had been allocated to the agency to spend during the Z00l/02 fiscal year. It

is also noted that any additional future funding would be directly dependent upon the

success or failure of the mediation program.
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The Service Model

Clíent Populøtion

The client population that is targeted for the Child Protection Mediation pilot project is

cases which fall within the Services to Families and Children Program of Winnipeg Child

and Family Services. This included only cases that have proceeded through the Crisis

Screening and Intake Units, and have been referred for ongoing family service. This

means that only cases that are open to the agency and are considered to have legitimate

ongoing child protection concerns, as outrined by the child and Famil]¡ services Act, will

be considered for the mediation project.

Cøse Selectíon Crítería

Once the committee had an opporfunity to review the literature published by other

existing child protection mediation programs, an agreement was reached to extrapolate

case selection criteria from an already existing successful program model. The following

case criteria information was borrowed from the literature produced by the Toronto Child

Protection Mediation Progran¡ which was created and introduced by June Wildgoose and

Joan Maresca (1993). This model states that prior to a case being referred to the Child

Protection Mediation Pilot Project certain case selection criteria must be considered.

They are listed as follows:

1.) The immediate physical safety of the child/children musr be assured. (This is

documented to be the most important criteria. If the child is in care at the point of the

referral then the case may be referred to mediation. However, if the child is not in

care, the child's safety must fi¡st be assessed and assure prior to a referral.)
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2) The case must be already before the courts or is en route to the adjudicative arena.

3.) All parties must be able to comprehend the process and participate fully. parties that

suffer from severe psychologicaVpsychiatric issues, extreme behavioral issues, severe

substance abuse or cognitive impairment would be unable to participate in the

process.

All participation must be voluntary and participants must be motivated to preserve

the relationship with their child or their family unit.

All parties must agree that not dealing with the conflict/issue is unacceptable.

6.) No participant that is involved in the mediation can hold the balance of power. (If

there is a history of family violence within the case that is referred, it must be assured

that all parties are capable of negotiating without intimidation. Prior to the case being

referred to the mediation project, the family service worker must assess whether there

is ongoing domestic violence between the parties, which is done by using information

gathered from the client as well as other community resources. The mediator at the

point of referral again assesses this issue.)

7.) At the onset of the mediation process all issues to be mediated must be clearly

identified and understood by all participants.

8-) Atl alternatives to mediation need to be considered including apprehension. prior to

the mediation commencing all parties must be aware if an apprehension will result if
the mediation process is unsuccessful.
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In addition to the case selection criteria listed above Maresca and Witdgoose (1993), have

also identified a number of issues that disqualify cases from being referred to the

mediation project. Based on best practice and the theoretical underpinning of mediation,

the committee agreed that the following disqualification issues must also be adopted and

adhered to by the Child Protection Mediation pilot project.

The disqualifuing criteria are as follows:

1-) Where family violence is so severe that at least one parry is not capable of negotiating

due to intimidation.

2.) Where aparfy is so mentally handicapped, emotionally impaired thatthey are unable

to understand the process or to negotiate so as to make their interests known.

3.) Where aparty suffers from an uncontrolled substance abuse problem that renders

them unable to negotiate.

4.) Where an assessment of the family is ongoing.

5.) Where there are outstanding criminal charges relating to or impacting on their ability

to parent.

6.) Where one party refuses to participate.

Aside from the above stated criteria there does not appear to be any specific demographic

information that would disqualify a case from being referred to the mediation program.

Issues such as age, economic situations, sex and ethnic origin do not appear to be factors

that interfere with the potential for a case to be forwarded to the mediation program.
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The goals and objectives for the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project were derived

from the information and literature gathered by the advisory committee. Although the

goals of the program were again borrowed from the literature published by the Toronto

Mediation Progranr, the objectives had to be drawn out of the drafts and literature

gathered by the committee, then adapted to meet the jurisdictional and legislative

requirements ofthe CFS Act.

Table 3. Program Documents Model Goals and objectives
Goals Objectivps
1.0 realign conflict resolution 1.1 To provide a continuum of service to

families.

1.2 To decrease the conflict between clients and
the agency

1.3 To increase the opportunity for
communication of interested parties

T.4 To reduce the interlocutory battles that
emerge in the court proceedings.
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2.0 Empower
competence

clients and promote | 2.1 To increase the opportunity for all parties to
articulate their interests.

2.2 To increase the opportunity for equality of all
parties.

2.3 To increase the opportunity to include
extended family and/or advocacy systems.

2.4 To increase the opportunity for clients to
articulate and participate in resolving the
issues confronting them and their children.

2.5 To increase the effectiveness and effrciency
of case planning for families and their
children.

2.6 To increase the compliance to resolutions
reached.

2.7 To improve problem solving skills for clients.

3.0 Earlier resolution of child
protection cases I in cases.

3.2 To decrease the number of trials.

3.3 To reduce the legal costs associated with
increased court appearances and/ or trials.

3.4 To reduce the costs associated with placing
and maintaining children in care, while
awaiting case resolutions.

3.5 To reduce the length of time children spend
in apprehension status and in temporary care.

3.6 To reduce the cost associated with the
number of days in care for children
protection services.

3.7 Redirection of resources from courts to client
related services.
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The following information regarding the components of the mediation program was

drawn from documents produced by Child Protection Mediation Committee members.

The information was then amalgamated into a flow chart, (please see Figure l, p. 65A)

The referrals have been identified as coming from the Family Service Division of

Winnipeg Child and Family Services. The referral process is delineated as follows: once

the case is deemed to have legitimate child protection concerns the family service worker

4.0 Improve working relationships
between family service workers and
families.

4.T To increase the opportunity for fa-ity
service workers and clients to work co-
operatively, instead of working as
adversaries.

4.2 To increase honesty and trust by client.

4.3 To improve parenlchild relationships.

4.4 To decrease the need for flrture protective
services.

4.5 To increase compliance to ensure child
safety.

5.0 Reduce the workload of family
service workers.

5.1 To reduce the time required to prepare for
court proceedings.

5.2 To reduce the time required preparing for
court appearances and/or trials.

5.3 To increase the amount of time family
service workers spend providing direct client
services.

5.4 To increase the amount of time familv ]

service workers have to do family *r.rr-"nt 
I

and make appropriate referrals to other I

needed resources for clients. I
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attempts to negotiate a treatment plan with the client. If the negotiation is unsuccessful,

the family service worker and the supervisor may identify the case as suitable for the

mediation project. The mediation option is presented to the clients to ascertain whether

all parties are willing to voluntarily participate in the mediation process. If any member

of the family refuses to voluntarily take part in the mediation, the referral process is void

and the case continues into the adjudicative system. However, should a family agree to

participate in the mediation project, the referral form is completed by the famity service

worker and signed offby a supervisor.

The referral forms are then sent to the current Program manager, who will in turn re-

assess the case to ensure it meets the necessary criteria. If upon re-assessment it is

determined that the case does not meet the required criteri4 the supervisor/worker are

notified and the case will be directed into the adjudicative arena. However" should a case

meet all required criteria, it is approved.

A list of all approved mediators is then sent to the supervisor and worker. The worker

then meets with the client, at which time a mediator is chosen and agreed to by both

parties. The workerthen contacts the mediator and the mediation process begins.

If no agreement is reached as a result of the mediation process, the case is then redirected

back to the adjudicative arena. However, should all parties reach an agreement, the

mediation is considered to be successful. The terms of the agreement are then provided
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to each of the participants for review. The client is encouraged to review the agreement

with a lawyer or other relevant parties. The family service worker consults with the

supervisor to ensure that the agreement is acceptable. After this is complete the parties

return to the mediation session to either "sign off' the agreement or continue the

mediation process to make revisions to the agreement. Once a final agreement is reached

it is then "signed off'the client, family service worker, and supervisor.

It is also noted that if the agency plan changes significantly at anytime during the referral

or mediation process the family service worker must noti$r the mediator and the

mediation is terminated.

Mediator Oualifications

Much of the literature reviewed indicates that in order for a child protection case to be

effectively mediated, the mediator needs to possess many necessary qualifications that

are vital when dealing with the highly complex issues that accompany child protection

cases (Maresca, 1995).

First, it is important that the mediator possess good family mediation skills. Training in

generic mediation is not sufücient to handle the complex family dynamics that Child

Protection cases present. The mediator must have experience and training in managing

family interactions and conflicts.
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Second, the mediator must have a good appreciation of the child welfare system in

Manitoba. A good grasp of the legal framework ofthe Child and Family Services Act

is necessary when options for settlements are negotiated, to ensure legislative

requirements are met. It is also helpful to know what resources are available to the

clients in the system, and how to access those resources. An appreciation of the mandate

and function of a family service worker employed by Winnipeg Child and Family

Services is also essential to the successful mediation of these cases. This is necessary to

ensure that the mediator understands the parameters under which the family service

worker bases his/her positions of interests.

Third, the mediator must be sensitive to issues relating to children. It is not uncommon

for children who are being considered for the mediation sessions to have had life

experiences that include neglect, abuse or other high-risk activities. The mediator must

be sensitive to the child's position in the family, his or her conflicts. The mediator should

have the skills to be able to interview children effectively, and communicate their views

sensitively.

Fourth, the mediator must be aware of indicators of abuse for children and parents. The

mediator must be able to evaluate the ability of the parties to participate in the mediation

process without feeling intimidated or coerced. The mediator needs to be alert to the

possibility of undisclosed abuse or how thatmay impact on the parties.
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Finally, the mediator must be skilled at redressing the power imbalance between the

parties. There is great disparity in this type of mediation between the relative ability of

participants to communicate their needs and to effectively negotiate. The mediators have

the difficult task of ensuring that all parties are able to put their positions and their

interests forward and to bargain with the other parties. Consequently it is essential that

all mediators utilized are skilled and trained in this area.

Considerations prior to the Mediation Commencinq

The model of mediation that is currently being utilized in other agencies in this country

was developed to insure that mediation services are provided in an effrcient, effective,

and fair manner. However, according to June Maresca (1995), several basic issues must

be considered prior to mediation commencing.

First, the mediator must ensure that all cases meet the criteria for mediation. Secondly,

all parties to the mediation must be clearly defined. To promote communication between

the parties, they should meet face-to-face to try to work out théir differences without

intervention of counsel. However, the rights of the parties are protected by

communication between the mediator and counsel outside of mediation sessions, so that

counsel are informed of all discussion during mediation sessions. No party is permitted

to sign an agreement at the mediator's offrce, rather the client is asked to bring a potential

settlement to outside significant others such as a client's lawyer or a family service

workers supervisor for review prior to implementation.
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A child's viewpoirtt or participation in the mediation process is included in a variety of

ways. If counsel represents children, their counsel is contacted and interviewed,

however, their lawyer is not involved in the joint mediation session with the other parties.

If children have enlisted or are involved with services offered by the Children's Advocate

both they and/or the Children's Advocate are invited to participate. In addition if the

child is able to articulate their position they are invited to participate directly in the

mediation process, either by an individual interview with the mediator, or by participating

in the joint sessions.

Third, the confidentiality of the process has to be established by the mediator. Typically

a hybrid model of confidentiality is utilized when conducting mediation sessions. Before

commencement of mediation, parties are asked to agree in writing that they will not ask

the mediator to testifi or provide a report. This is done to ensure that the mediator is not

used by any patty, to advance their case. The parties, however, are free to use any

information from the mediation process in any subsequent litigation. It is noted that this

does not relieve the mediator from the responsibility to report information that suggests

child abuse as set out in the Child and Family Services Act.

Finally, it must be assured that the mediator is impartial, neutral and sufüciently trained.

The parties have to be confident that the media{or is independent of any agency or

identified interest goup that might influence the mediator's response to any of the

parties- Usually, the mediation sessions are held at a location that would not detract from

the neutrality of the process.
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The Mediation Model

The following mediation model was borrowed from literature produced by June Maresc4

(1995), and was adapted to meet the jurisdictional and legislative requirements of the

CFS Act- The model was developed based on the above listed case selection criteria, the

goals/objectives of the prograrn, the components of the progr¿rm, mediator qualifications,

and considerations prior to mediation commencing.

When a referral is made, the mediator speaks with the family service worker, first by

telephone, and if need be an individual session with the required family service worker.

These initial contacts are done to accumulate background information about the parties

involved in the case, the circumstances of the dispute, and information about the court

proceedings (if any). Issues such as addictions, mental illness, inability to communicate,

and intimidation are screened. Also at this time, the question as to whether any of the

children involved in the case would be able to participate in the mediation session is

canvassed. The worker is asked to identify the agency's interests regarding the resolution

of the dispute. The mediator then provides the worker with a copy of the mediation

contract, and is asked to share the contract with his or her supervisor before the joint

medíation session begins.

The mediator then meets with each

information is elicited concerning the

particular importance in these sessions

of the other parties individually. Background

dispute, court, and the parties themselves. Of

are questions regarding ability to communicate
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effectively, intimidatior¡ and any other considerations that might affect bargaining

ability. Each party is asked to identi$' his/her needs and interest_ A copy of the

mediation contract is given to each party and explained. Each individual is asked to take

the contract away to think about it and is given an opportunity to consult counsel if they

so desire, or in the case of family service worker an opporrunity to consult with his/her

supervisor.

If the child has counsel and/or an advocate, they are contacted for information and

considerations similar to those involving parents and family service workers are

discussed. If the child is old enough and willing to participate, the child is interviewed

individually. Counsel or advocates for the childrery and/or the children if they are old

enough' are given a copy of the mediation contract on the same basis as the other parties.

After individual interviews are conducted, the parties are brought together in the ofüce of

the mediator to begin discussion. The contract for mediation is reviewed again, and is

signed by all parties- The issues for mediation are defined, and an agenda is created.

Eachparty is asked to speak to each itenç stating his or her needs and interests, and what

he or she would require to settle the matter. When the parties have communicated the

information to each other, the parties, with the assistance of the mediator, begin to

generate options to meet the identified needs and interests. Each party's input is solicited

in the generation of possible solutions, and all needs must be met, as far as possible. This

stage often takes one meeting, however it may take more. If consensus is reached, the

mediator writes down the agreement and reads it back to the parties. The parties are then
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advised that the mediator will send each of them a letter setting

agreement for review. rf any members of the mediation sessions are

they are reminded that they can contactlegal counsel if they so desire.

out the tentative

underrepresented

If consensus is not reached, the mediation is terminated, and the parties are free to pursue

other remedies or may take their case back into the adjudicative arena. However, if
consensus is reached and the courts are awaiting the resolutions from the mediation

session, the agreement is read to the courts, and becomes fact of legal record.

Summary

In response to challenges that are inherent within the child welfare system, the directorate

and the executive team at winnipeg child and Family Services has decided to implement

a Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project. This was done in an attempt to replicate

success experiences by other provinces that have applied mediation to child protection

cases. The intent when using mediation in child protection cases is to provide an

alternative tool for family service workers to access when dealing with cases that are

riddled with conflict and appear to be destined for the adversarial arena. The rationale for

providing this new and innovative tool to family service workers and their clients is to

provide a more effective and empowering resolution to cases, in a shorter period of time,

with less expense.
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MANAGERS' PROGRAM MODEL

The key stakeholders that were identified at the director and executive management level.

The Program Documents Model was presented to both stakeholders and an interview was

conducted with each of them to elicit feedback in order to develop an Evaluable program

Model. The purpose of the presentations/interviews was to provide each stakeholder the

opportunity to have input into the planning of the evaluation study. At the onset of the

interview, it was emphasized that the presentation and the interviews were not for the

pu{pose of carrying out an evaluation, but were being done as a front-end analysis to help

conceptualize the program. This was essential to determine the aspects of the program

that would be appropriately evaluated, to ensure goals and objectives of the programs are

realistic given the resources committed to the progranL and to ensure that the relevant

information is identifíed and included in the evaluation. In order to reduce redundancy

of informatior¡ only the highlights and the discrepancies of the discussion regarding the

Program Documents Model are included in the Managers'program Model.

Protection Mediation Pilot Proiect

The rational for the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project as laid out in the program

Document Model appeared to be an accurate description of the program. There was

basic agreement that the intent of applying mediation to child protection cases was to

provide an alternative tool for family service workers to access when dealing with cases

that are riddled with conflict, and appear to be destined for the adversarial arena. When
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this new and innovative tool is applied to child protection cases, it is done with the

rationale of providing more effective and empowering resolutions, in a shorter period of

time, with less expense. There was agreement with respect tot he rationale of developing

the program and no further suggestions or changes were requested.

The Structure

The only key point raised regarding the structure of the Child Protection Mediation pilot

Project Committee, was that there was no representation from the directorate on the

Committee when it was first struck. Information was provided that at the time the

committee first was developed the current Director was the Director of Family

Conciliation, and that his position of Director of Family Service and Housing, Child

Protection Support Branch occurred after the committee began, in December 2001. He

stated that while there may not have been physical representation from the Directorate at

the time the committee was struck, the program did have the full support of the former

Director.

In addition to this when the current Director of Family Services and Housing, Child

Protection Support Branch was appointed, he was no longer able to participate at the

committee level. Consequently, the committee included representation from each of the

following areas: executive management, management, legal, and frontline family service

workers.
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Fundins

With respect to the allocation of funds it was agreed that $50, 000.00 has been approved

for the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project by the Director of the Family Services,

Child Protection Support Branch. Atthough the funds have been allocated to the

Mediation Progran¡ it was noted that Family Services and Housing is already operating

in a deficit position, however, the Director has agreed to further incur a deficit to provide

funding for this program.

Client Populafion & Case Selectíon Crilerta

Both administrators agreed to the selected client population and the case selection criteria

as outlined in the Program Document Model and did not offer any suggestions or

changes,

There was basic agreement by both administrators with respect to the goals and

objectives listed in the Program Document Model. Both agreed that the goals that were

included in the document model were fairly well defined. However, there were some

additions, suggestions, changes, and comments offered.

One of the suggestions made was to visit the idea of adding improved public perception

to the list of potential goals for the Child Protection Mediation Pilot project. However, it
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was determined that including and measuring this goal would not be possible in a pilot

project situation given the limited implementation of the program. It was suggested that

if the pilot project,was successful and. a decision was made to make mediation available

to all cases that met case criteria across the agency, then this goal should be revisited.

With respect the remainder of the goals and objectives listed in the program document

model the following comments were offered.

The first goal was to realign conflict resolution with the following objectives: to provide

a continuum of service to families, to decrease the conflict between clients and the

agency' to increase the opportunity for communication of interested parties; and to reduce

the interlocutory battles that emerge in the court proceedings. There \¡ias agreement that

this goal and its objectives were clearly specifïed and that there did not appear to be any

missing objectives. It was felt that this program goal could realistically be achieved and

that there are plausible causal linkages between these goals and each of the objectives

listed.

The second goal was to empower clients and promote competence. The objectives for

this goal \ryere: to increase the opportunity for all parties to articulate their interests; to

increase the opportunity for equality of all parties; to increase the opportunity to include

extended family andlor advocacy systems; to increase the opporfunity for clients to

articulate and participate in resolving the issues confronting them and their children; to

increase the effectiveness and efiïciency of case planning for families and their children;

to increase the compliance to resolutions reached; to improve problem solving skills for
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parents. There were some questions regarding the actual wording of this goal, it was

unclear as to whether the goal was to promote competence in the client, the family

service worker or both. The suggestion was made that the goal of the program should

read to empower clients and promote competence in both the client and the fømily service

worker- With respect to the objectives listed in this sectior¡ there was a suggestion that

the addition of a few objectives were required in order to reach the goal of competency

for family service workers. The revisions \¡/ere to add the objectives of increasing

professional development of family service workers; to increase mediation skills for

family service workers; and to add a new technique which family service workers can

utilize when working with clients.

The third goal was to have earlier resolutions of child protection cases. The objectives of

this goal were: to reduce the number of court appearances in cases; to decrease the

number of trials; to reduce the legal costs associate with increased court appearances

and/or trials; to reduce the costs associated with placing and maintaining children in care;

while awaiting case resolutions; to reduce the length of time children spend in

apprehension status and in temporary care; to reduce the cost associated with the number

of days in care for children in protection services; to redirect resources from courts to

client related services. There was basic agreement with respect to this goal and its

objectives. Neither interviewee offered any suggestions or changes to this goal or

objective.
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The fourth goal was to improve working relationships befween family service workers

and families. The objectives of this goal were: to increase the opportunity for family

service workers and clients to work co-operatively instead of working as adversaries; to

increase honesty and trust by clients; to improve parenlchild relationships; to improve

the relationship between family service workers and their clients; to decrease the need for

future protective services; and to increase compliance to ensure child safety. There was

basic agreement with this goal and its objectives. However, there was suggestion that

additions or alterations were required. The first suggestion was that the second objective

should read, to increase hones$t and tntst by client ondfømily service worker. The other

suggestion was to add the objective, to improve worker/client relationship.

The fifth goal was to reduce the workload of family service workers. The objectives of

this goal were: to reduce the time required to prepare for court proceedings; to reduce the

required to prepare for court appearances and/or trials; to increase the amount of time

family service workers spend providing direct client services; to increase the amount of

time family service workers have to do family assessments and make appropriate

referrals to other need resources for clients. There was basic agreement with respect to

the goal and objectives, and no suggestions or changes were made.
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Table 4. The Ma Model Goals and Obi
Objectives

1.0 Realign conflict resolution 1.4 To provide a continuum of señice to
families.

1.5 To decrease the conflict befween clients and
the agency

I.6 To increase the opporfunity for
communication of interested parties

1.4 To reduce the interlocutory battles that emerge
in the court proceedings.

2.O Empower clients and promote
competence in both the client and the
family service worker

2.7 To increase the opportunity for alt parties to
articulate their interests.

2.8 To increase the opportunity for equality of all
parties.

2.9 To increase the opportunity to include
extended family andlcl^ advocacy systems.

2.10To increase the opportunity for clients to
articulate and participate in resolving the
issues confronting them and their children.

2.llTo increase the effectiveness and efficiency
of case planning for families and their
children.

2.I2To increase the compliance to resolutions
reached.

2.l3To improve problem solving skills for clients.

2.I4To increase professional development of
family service workers.

2.15To increase mediation skills for famÍly
service workers.

2.16To provide a new technique which family
service workem can utilize when working
with clients.
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resolution of child 3.8 To reduce the number of court appearances
m cases.

3.9 To decrease the number of trials.

3.10To reduce the legal costs associated with
increased court appearances and./or trials.

3.11To reduce the costs associated with placing
and maintaining ch;ldren in care, while
awaiting case resolutions.

3.12To reduce the length of time children spend
in apprehension status and in temporary care.

3.13To reduce the
number of days

associated with the
caÍe for children in

protection services.

3.14To redirection of resources from courts to
client related services.

4.0 Improve working relationships
between family service workers an¿

4.6 To increase the opportunity foi-ãmily
service workers and .clients to work co_
operatively, instead of working as
advèrsaries.

4.7 To increase honesty and trust by client and
family service workers.

4.8 To improve parent/child relationships.

4.9 To improve the relationship between
family service workers and their clients.

4.10To decrease the need for future protective
services.

4.11To increase compliance to ensure child
safety.
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Both administrators generally agreed with the description of the program components and

the accompanying flowchart that were present in the Program Document Model,

however" it was felt that there were some omissions. The first point that was made was

the program appeared to lack a promotional component. It was thought that success of

the Mediation Program would greatly depend on how paraphernalia was distributed and

explained to family service workers within the agency. Without this component, family

service workers would not understand how mediation could be used as a new and

innovative tool when working on protection cases.

The second issue raised was regarding the referral process. It was suggested that once the

supervisor and the family service worker made a decision that the case was appropriate

for mediatioq the funding should then be secured. If was stated that if funding \ryas not

secured prior to the client's consent, the termination of mediation could be viewed by the

5.0 Reduce the
service workers.

workload of family | 5.5 To reduce the time required to prepare fo-
court proceedings.

To reduce the time required preparing for
court appearances and/or trials.

To increase the amount of time family
service workers spend providing direct client
services.

To increase the amount of time family
service workers have to do family assessment
and make appropriate referrals to other
needed resources for clients.

5.6

5.7

5.8
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client as another attempt by Winnipeg Child and Family Services to control the outcome

of their situation.

The third and final suggestion that was made was to add a component to the flow chart,

which would allow for consultation between the family service worker and the

supervisor, once the mediation agreement has been reached. It would be essential that the

signing of the agreement be completed before the agreement could be presented to the

courts- It was stated that this would be essential to ensure that accountability does not

become solely the family service workers responsibility and to ensure that the supervisor

has an opportunity to review and agree with the agreement that was reached as a result of

the mediation process. In addition to this, the client would be given the same opportunity

to present the agreement to whom ever they felt comfortable consulting with, such as a

lawyer, an advocate, a friend, or a relative. These suggestions \¡/ere apparently explainecl

within the written component of the progr¿rm document model however, the actual flow

chart did not reflect them. A new flowchart was developed which reflected the changes

requested in the Program Managers Model Flowchart (please figure 2, p. g3Ix)

Mediator Oualifications

Considerations prÍor to the Mediation Commencing

The Mediation Model
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With respect to the sections. Mediator Qualifications, Considerations prior to the

Mediation Commencing, and the Mediation Model presented in the program Document

Model, the description appeared to be an aecuÍate. No suggestions or changes were

requested.
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Committee Document Model

A meeting with the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project Committee was held to

present the Program Document Model. The reason for this presentation was to provide

each committee member with the opportunity to have input into the planning of the

evaluation. Unfortunately, very few of the oríginal committee members attended the

meeting- During the meeting it was explained to the committee that the purpose of the

presentations and the interviews were not to carry out an evaluation but rather it was to

assist in conducting a front-end analysis to help concepfrnlize the program. This was

essential in order to: determine the aspects of the program that could be appropriately

evaluated; to ensure that goals and objectives of the program were realistic given the

resources committed to the program; and to ensure that the relevant information is

identified and included in the evaluation.

Protection Mediation Pilot proiect

There appeared to be general agreement on the rationale for the Chitd protection

Mediation Pilot Project as it was described in the Program Document Model. However,

it was suggested that perhaps a section that states why the social worker should refer a

case to mediation should be included. It was stated that an explanation of the social

worker's role in mediatiorq how it influences their workload, and how the balance of

power is effected in cases should be explained.
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The Structure

The committee was presented with the description of the progr¿ùm structure originally

found in the Program Document Model. This was followed by an explanation of the

suggestions made in the Managers'Program Model. AII Committee members agreed that

fhe description of the Structure as laid out in the Manager's Program Model was the more

accurate description ofthe program and no changes or suggestions were made.

The Fundine

with respect to the allocation of funds to the child protection

there was agreement that description of funding as described in

Model was accurate and no changes or suggestions \Ã/ere offered.

Mediation Pilot Project,

the Program Document

Client Populatíon & Cøse Selection Crítería

AII committee members agreed to the description of the client population and the case

selection criteria offered in the Program Document Model; no changes or suggestion

were made.

The committee was presented with the description of the program goals and objectives

found in the Program Document Model. This was followed by an explanation of the

suggestions made in the Managers' Program Model. There was agreement that all of the

goals and objectives listed were an accurate depiction of the program and that no changes
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were required. The committee agreed that the goals and their objectives were realistic

and that were plausible causal linkages between the program goals and objectives.

The committee was presented with the description of the components of the mediation

program as it was described in the Program Document Model. This was followed by an

explanation of the suggestions and additions made in the Managers' program Model.

There was agreement that the description as it was found in the program Document

Model was not complete, however, when combined with the changes and additions that

were suggested in the Program Managers Model, the description ofthe components of the

mediation program was accurate. No further changes were required.

After reviewing the description of the components of the mediation program the

committee had the opportunity to review the accompanying flow chart as it was found in

the Program Document Model. This was again followed by an explanation of the

changes and additions that were suggested in the Program Manager's Model. There was

some disagreement with the flow charts as they were presented. It was suggested by one

member of the committee that perhaps a second administrative flow chart would be

beneficial to show the budgetary approval and tracking process. The reason that this was

suggested was to provide only the required information to the intended parties. The

administration flow chart would not include the referral process and the family service

flow chart would not include funding or tracking information. This however, was met

with some disagreement from other members who stated that it's important to ensure that
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all of the information is included in one flow chart so that the family service workers and

administration understand all the components of the mediation program. Further

discussion confirmed that one flow chart is more appropriate given that the workers are

required to access funding and are key to the referral process. Without this information

workers would not have a full understanding of all of the components of the program.

Media{or Oualifications

The Mediation Model

With respect to the sections: Mediator Qualifications, Considerations prior to the

Mediation Commencing, and the Mediation Model presented in the program Document

Model, the description appeared to be an accurate. No suggestions or changes were

requested or offered.

In order for the analyst to døermine what was really happening in the progranl it was

necessary to collect data in the field. This was to done to confirm information that was

not evident in the analysis of the documents or intèrviews. This venture into the field

was not conducted for the purpose of the evaluation assessment. It was done secure a

better understanding ofthe program. However, after interviewing family service workers

that had cases proceed through mediatioq it was determined that at the time of their

referrals no formal program had been developed. Consequently, it was recognized that
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instead of venturing out into the field to confirm information regarding the program

components and activities, the venture was done to ascertain whether the program

document model could have assisted family service workers in their experience through

the mediation process. In addition to this, family service workers were canvassed as to

whether or not the program documents model provided a greater understanding of how

mediation could be applied to child protection cases.

As already mentioned above, it was not possible to speak to family service workers about

their experience with the Child Protection Mediation Program due to the fact that there

was no formal program w¡itten at time that their cases proceeded to mediation. Instead,

workers came to know about mediation through their lawyers or supervisors and in each

case it was accessed differently. There was not a list of referral criteria that qualified or

disqualified cases for the mediation program nor was there the intake or funding process

delineated. Notwithstanding this lack of program delineation, the agency had already

started using mediation and accessing the funding.

Initially, there was a list of eight workers that referred cases to mediation in the past.

However, only two actualty proceeded through to mediation. This attrition was the result

of changed circumstances in the cases, client refusals, or lack of appropriateness for the

case to proceed to mediation. The two workers that had cases proceed through the

mediation process were contacted and agreed to participate in an interview to provide

feedback on their experience with mediation, and to review the program Document

Model.
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Both workers that were interviewed indicated that when it was decided that mediation

would be utilized in their cases, the actual process for referral was slightly confusing. It

was emphasized by the family service workers that referring a case to mediation would

have been much simpler, had the structure which was presented in the program

Document Model been available at the time they went to mediation. In addition to this, it

was emphasized that the eligibility criteria for referring cases, the explanation of the

funding process, as well as the flow chart, made access to the program more user

friendly. FinallS it was stated that after having read the Program Document Model, the

workers had a new appreciation for the number of cases in which mediation could be

applied.

The only suggestion that was made with respect to the Program Document Model was

that it appeared to be lacking a promotional element. The family service workers stated

that after the Program Document Model was presented to them, they had a new

understanding of how to use mediation in child protection cases. It was further indicated

that perhaps if the program was explained and offered to all family service workers, they

would utilize the mediation program as an alternative to proceeding to the adjudicative

arena.

In addition to the formal interviews that were conducted, informal dialogue with family

service workers occurred while in the field. It was determined that none of the family

service workers who were spoken to had any knowledge of the mediation program nor

were they aware of how mediation could be applied to their child protection cases. For
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the most part workers thought that mediation within their cases would certainly be a

useful tool however, they were unable to comprehend how mediation could be utilized as

an alternative to protection cases proceeding to court.

In further conversations it became apparent that the devolution process of Winnipeg

Child and Family Services lvas a paramount concern to the family service workers.

When workers stated that management had advised then¡ that greater then 50yo of the

family service workers would be re-deployed, their interest in participating in new and

innovative programs within the agency began to dissipate.
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Final Consensual Evaluable Model

The Final Consensual Model was an aggregate of all of the information that was gathered

fronL the Program Documents Model, the Managers Program Model, and the Committee

Program Model. It was from these models that the analyst could arrive at a consensual

evaluable program model, which included program components that were agreed to by

the key stakeholders and advisory committee. If agreement could not be reached, then

those components in which discrepancies existed would not be included in the

Consensual Program Model. However, each model that was developed allowed for

various groups or individuals to have their expectations and discrepancies delineated

(To see the Final Consensual Evaluable Model in full please refer to Appendix B).

In order to reduce the redundancy of information in this section, only the highlights and

discrepancies will be included in the Final Consensual Evaluable Model.

There was only one change required in the Final Consensual Evaluable Model. All

sections as they were outlined in the Program Documents Model were presented

explained to the administrators and changes that were requested are reflected in the

Managers' Program Model. A-fter this was completed the Program Documents Model

was then presented and explained to the Child Protection Mediation pilot project

Advisory Committee. Once they had an opportunity to review it, the changes that were

requested in the Managers Program Model were presented. The Committee agreed

unanimously to the changes in the Program Mangers Model. However, there was one

change that was agreed to in the Committee Model which, was to add in a section that
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reflected why social workers should refer cases to mediation. Since their was agreement

on all the section as they were explained in the prior models the only section that will be

added is the section called Wlry Refer. It reads as follows:

Whv Refer?

For family service workers that constantly deal with child protection cases destined for

the adversarial aren4 alternate innovative techniques are needed to: avoid the conflict

that accompanies the court process, to decrease the amount of time required to prepare

for court, and to realign the balance of power. With the application of mediation to child

protection cases these dynamics can change significantly.

When mediation is applied to child protection cases the family service worker and the

client work together, with a mediator, to resolve the conflict. The onus is not on the

worker to develop a plan and force compliance on the client. The idea is that both the

client and family service worker participates in the creation of a consensual solution.

These solutions are more durable than orders imposed by the court, leading to greater

compliance by the client. (Meresca, 1995). This was confirmed, in a Mediation pilot

Project that was conducted at the Children's Aid Society of Metropolitan Toronto (CAS).

It was determined that mediated solutions yielded more durable agreements. In each of

the cases in which resolutions were reached in mediation, there was flrll compliance with

the terms of the agreement, and in at least one case the CAS was able to close the file

(Meresca 1992). Compliance to treatment plans may result in the earlier return of
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childrerq an increase in the amount of time family service workers spend providing direct

client services, and improved relationships between family service workers and families.

The pilot project in Toronto also provided evidence that mediation was a more timely

way to resolve child protection disputes. Of the cases that were referred to mediatiorq

workers estimated that they spent betwe en lTYo and 50Yo of the time that would have

been spent in court had the mafter not been resolved in mediation. It was also determined

that once a referral was made to mediation, the process only took between one and three

months to complete (Meresca lgg}).

Another finding of the project was that there was general user satisfaction with the

mediation process. The majority of the clients felt that they were heard fairly, and that

they were able to actively participate in the process. Most indicated that the agreement

reached \¡/as a fair one and could be followed. In addition to this, the impact of the

mediation process on the individuals involved was dramatic. The assumption of personal,

direct responsibility for one's own actior\ and for the ultimate outcome of the case was

reported by the client to be frightening, intimidating, exhilarating, threatening, liberating

and empowering.

Finally the pilot project concluded that the mediation process was a cost-effective method

of resolving disputes. A conservative estimate from the CAS legal service department

indicated that a contested case costs their Agency between $1500.00- to $1g00.00,

strictly for lawyer time. This did not include worker time, the costs of running a
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courtroonL judge's time, Legal Aid costs etc. The average cost of the mediations

conducted was $710.44, with the most expensive costing $1190.00 (also not including the

workers time).

The rest of the sections remained the same as they were presented in the Committee

Document Model- No further changes or modifications were required. There was

agreement on all sections.
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CHAPTER VI

F'EASILBILTY ANALYSIS

The program analysis phase of this evaluability assessment identified the intent to

evaluate the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project. The documents model revealed

that an evaluation of the program is essential to determine whether future funding will be

allocated to the program and whether the program will be implemented on a agency wide

permanent basis. Although the program analysis consistently exposed commitment to the

evaluation process, there was no specific information as to who would do the evaluation

or how it would be carried out. The definitive issue that was stated was that there would

be a program evaluation which, would be concerned with determining whether the

project is effective.

The program analysis identified the program activities and goals/objectives that could be

considered for inclusion in an effectiveness evaluation (Rutman, 19g0). Once this task

has been completed, it is then incumbent upon the evaluator to analyzethe feasibility of
implementing program evaruation designs and methodologies.

When attempting to accomplish this task there are a number of considerations that guide

the evaluator. According to Rutman (1980), the design and implementation of a program

are important considerations for evaluations that aim to draw conclusions about the

effectiveness of particular program components carried out in prescribed ways. The

various factors that affect a program evaluability are grouped under two major concerns:

(l) program characteristics (i.e. well-defined programs, clearly specified goals/effects,
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and plausible causal linkages); and Ø the feasibility of implementing required

methodology (such as measurement) to meet the purpose of the evaluation. Considering

this the program design and implementatiorq purpose of the evaluation, information

requirements, as well as feasibility or dafacollection were examined.

Program Desien

The program analysis phase of the evaluability assessment identified one significant

omission in the mediation program design, which was the lack of a promotional element

in the program. It is clear that without promotion of the progr¿rm, family service workers

would not be cognizant of how mediation could be applied child protection cases. This

appeared to be a very necessary preliminary step, before the program could be evaluated.

If promotion of the program were not done, referrals would be very limited. This would

make it impossible to gather data and to determine whether mediation provided a more

effective and empowering resolution in shorter time period, with less expense.

Notwithstanding the identification of this shortco-ing, plans to promote the program

have not been articulated and referrals have been almost nonexistent.

To resolve this issue, a decision needs to be made with respect to how and when the

program will be promoted. In order to accomplish program promotion so that

information could be accumulated, a great deal of manpower must be allocated to this

task. Unfortunately, due to the failure to designate a person with the authority to promote

the progran¡ the information needed to conduct an evaluation is not available. Without,
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resolving this obstacle, the information needs of the primary user can not be met, thus

making an evaluation at this time impossible. Howeveq future promotion of the progr¿rm

to lawyers, family service workers and supervisors would increase the potential for

referrals, whiclr, in turn would allow for the accumulation and collection of data that are

required prior to an evaluation of the progr¿Ìm.

Another issue that was exposed upon completion of the program analysis phase was the

lack of operationalization of some of the goals that were agreed to in the Consensual

Model. According to Rutman (1980), the primary reason for having clearly specified

goals and effects as a precondition for undertuking an effectiveness evaluation is to

ensure the development of appropriate measurement tools. If the goals or objectives are

stated vaguely they do not provide an adequate basis for deciding what specifically

should be measured or whether reliable or valid measurement is possible. Althougt¡ the

Consensual Evaluable Model identified the objectives as agreed to by both management

and the committeq they were not presented in a format that reflected outcomes.

Notwithstanding this, the consensus that was reached with respect to the objectives is an

excellent starting point from whictq the committee can build upon and commence further

definition and the operationalizationof the objectives.

The first goal was to realign conflict resolution with the following objectives: to provide

a continuum of service to families, to decrease the conflict between clients and the

agency; to increase the opportunity for communication of interested parties; and to reduce

the interlocutory battles that emerge in the court proceedings. This goal was adopted
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from the CAS Mediation Project (Wildgoose and Meresca" lgg4). The assumption

behind this goal appeared to be that if mediation were applied to child protection cases

that were destined for court, resolutions would be reached without increasing the conflict

in the case. In order to measure this goal it needs to be more clearly defined. It is unclear

how the realignment of conflict resolution would be measured. One would assume that

the Agency desires mediation to decrease the conflict in child protection cases destined

for court. However, in order to determine whether mediation actually achieves this goal,

the term realignment would have to be operationalizedin order to be measurable.

With respect to the objective of providing a continuum of service to families, it would be

difficult to measure, as it is not defined. It is unclear what continuum of service is

desired by the agency- The objective would need to be stated in a fashion that would

allow measurement, consequently, operationalizingthe objective in terms of outcomes is

essential prior to conducting an evaluation. Without well-defined outcome objectives, it

would be impossible to determine whether the mediation program actually produced the

intended goals.

The objective of decreasing the conflict between clients and the agency also requires

some clarification. It is unclear how much of a decrease in conflict is necessary in order

to consider mediation successful, or would the agency consider any decrease in conflict a

success? Notwithstanding, it still would be possible to measure whether or not mediation

decreased the conflict in protection cases. This could be accomplished by utilizing a selÊ
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reporting questionnaire developed by the agency. Howeveq the amount of decrease in

conflict that would be considered successful is not clear.

The objectives of increasing the opportunity for communication of interested parties and

the reduction of interlocutory battles that emerge in the court proceedings also require

operationalization- Again with these objectives it is unclear how much of an increase or

decrease would be required before the agency would consider the program a success.

Once this clarification is done, self-reporting measures by both family service workers

and clients could be used to determine whether these objectives have been accomplished.

The second goal was to empower clients and promote competence in both the client and

the family service worker. The objectives for this goal v/ere: to increase the opportunity

for all parties to articulate their interests; to increase the opportunity for equality of all

parties; to increase the opportunity to include extended family and/or advocacy systems;

to increase the opportunity for clients to articulate and participate in resolving the issues

confronting them and their children; to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of case

planning for families and their children; to increase the compliance to resolutions

reached; to improve problem solving skills for parents. The assumption behind this goal

appeared to be that the process of mediation would empower clients to participate in the

case resolution and to provide avenues of experience that would increase the capabilities

of both the client and the family service workers. The agency's expectations suffounding
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the promotion of competence needs to be more clearly defined before this goal could be

measured.

The objectives for this goal all appear to require operationalization of terms such as to

increãse, to improve, or to provide. It is unclear how much of an increase or

improvement in the objectives, would be required before the program could be

considered successful. In addition to this, many of the terms such as effective and

efficiency also need to be operationalized so that they may be measured.

The third goal, which was an earlier resolution of child protection cases, also needed to

be operationalized. The assumption behind this goal is that when a child protection case,

which is otherwise destined for the adversarial arena" is rerouted to mediation a resolution

in the case is reached in a shorter time period then if it had proceeded through the courts.

The length of time required to resolve a case that proceeds through mediation could be

monitored and tracked by the mediator. This information could then be compared to

similar cases that have proceeded through the court system. The agency would have to

isolate cases with similar demographics and issues to determine if mediation did provide

an earlier resolution. Irowever, the issue of how much earlier a case must be resolved, in

order for mediation to be considered successful is not clearly defined.

The objectives of this goal are: to reduce the number of court appearances in cases; to

decrease the number of trials; to reduce the legal costs associated with increased court
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appearances and./or trials; to reduce the costs associated with placin g and maintaining

children in care; while awaiting case resolutions; to reduce the length of time children

spend in apprehension status and in temporary care; to reduce the cost associated with the

number of days in care for children in protection services; to redirect resources from

courts to client related services. Again with these objectives, the committee must

operationalize them before success can be determined and tools of measurement could be

developed.

The fourth goal is to improve the working relationships between family service workers

and families- The objectives for this goat were: to increase the opportunity for family

service workers and clients to worker co-operatively, instead of working as adversaries,

to increase honesty and trust by clients, to improve parenlchild relationships, to decrease

the need for future protective services, to increase compliance and to ensure child safety.

The assumption of this goal appeared to be that when clients and family service workers

go to mediation in an attempt to work co-operatively to resolve the issues in the child

protection case, their relationship improves and so does the clìents willingness to comply

to the agreement reached in mediation. Again with this goal and its objectives, further

definition with respect to terms such as to increase, to improve or to decrease, is required.

The fifth goal was to reduce the workload of family service workers. The objectives of

this goal were: to reduce the time required to prepare for court proceedings, to reduce the

time required preparing for court appearances and/or trials, to increase the amount of time

family service workers spend providing direct client services, and to increase the amount
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of time family service workers have to do family assessments and make appropriate

referrals to other needed resources for clients. The basic assumption of this goals was

that by taking a protection case to mediation and avoiding the adversarial arena, much

time that would otherwise be spent preparing for cour! in pre-tríals, and in trials could be

spent provide direct service to the client. As with the other goals and objectives, these

require further definition and operationalization before they can be considered for

measurement.

Imnlementation Req uirements

According to Rutman (1980), if an evaluation aims to determine whether a particular

type of program is effective, there must be some assurance that it can be implemented

according to the original specifications. The Consensual Evaluable Model of the Child

Protection Mediation Pitot Project revealed that the program and its activities were well-

defined. The clear definition of the qualiSing criteria for the progranì, the referral

process? the funding process, and the mediation process does not allow for a great deal of

variation- One factorthat could affect the implementation of this program is, if cases that

did not fit into the quali$ring criteria were allowed proceed through to mediation. Shoutd

this happen and the information is aggregated with other information gathered by the

prograrlL it would definitely impact on outcome measures. This in turn would effect the

agency's ability to determine whether or not the application of mediation to child

protection cases was effective. However, with the guideline for qualification and

disqualification articulated so clearlg this is unlikely to happen.
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Another implementation requirement of the program is that the agency must ensure that

only qualified mediators are selected. This issue is ímportant because if a mediator is not

qualified to conduct a mediation session or does not have the sound knowledge of the

child welfare system that is essential for conducting this type of domestic mediation,

there may be a failure to reach a resolution. In addition to this, if a mediator is not

sensitive the unique issues that are present in these types of cases, they may not be able to

recognize issues or situations that arise during the sessior/s that would disqualifu the

cases from continuing through the process. Should this occur the information from these

cases may be collected and aggregated with other data and skew the results of an

evaluation.

Purpose of the Evaluation

The purpose and the information needs of those that authori ze and/or fund the Child

Protection Mediation Pilot Project are the major determinants of the focus and nature of

the evaluation. '1t is the purpose of the evaluation that establishes the methodological

requirements. The feasibility analysis aims to determine the extent to which the

methodological requirements could be met, given the numerous constraints , that

inevitably arise" (Rutmaq l9g0 p. lz3). However, before the purpose and the

information needs can be revealed, the primary users ofthe evaluation must be identified.

The primary users of the child protection Mediation pilot

Directoratg executive management, and advisory committee.

Project appeared to be the

Beyond this, it was unclear
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as to whom the evaluation would be shared with should it yield positive results; and

would that change if the evaluation yielded negative results? Would it be shared with

other government offîcials? Would it influence the creation of new legislation? Or would

it just continue to exist as an alternative tool that could be utilized within Winnipeg Child

and Family Services? Unforrunately, these questions remain unanswered and the

inclusion of future users and their expectations could not be included in this evaluation.

Once the primary users of the evaluation have been identified, the next task was to

determine what their stated purpose of the evaluation was. The stated purpose for the

evaluation was to determine whether more effective and empowering resolutions could

be reached in a shorter period of timg with less expense. This statement was clearly

articulated and agreed upon by the stakeholders and advisory committee members.

However, the primary focus of the evaluation differed between the service level and the

government level (the funder). The focus of each of these stakeholders was directly

related to their position within the child welfare system. The implication of this on the

program's evaluation could be quite dramatic. This fundamental difference in the focus

of the stakeholders could result in a disagreement on what goals and objectives should

ultimately be included in the full-blown evaluation. This may result in the failure to

collect the information needed to satisfy the all the primary users of the evaluation.

For the funders of the progranL the primary focus of the evaluation was to determine

whether the application of mediation to child protection cases, provided a more effective

service while incurring less expense. If the program evaluation disptayed results that
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\¡/ere indicative of effective service at a lower cos! the program would be more widely

implemented with the continued expectation of a drop in cost to the government. This

was evident in the areas that received more focus during the creation of the program

Manager's Model. Although all areas of the program received attentián, the areas that

primarily received focus were the areas of funding, structure, goals and objectives, and

program components that correlated to cost and efficiency of service. Service level areas

such as: considerations prior to mediatiorç mediator qualiflrcations, and the mediation

model did not receive as much attention.

At the service level the primary focus of the evaluation was to determine if more

effective and empowering resolutions could be reached in a shorter time period. While

the Committee Model was being developed the primary focus was the issues of program

goals and objectives that dealt with direct service issues, the program components,

considerations prior to mediation, the mediator qualifications, and the mediation model.

However, issues of cost reduction and funding did not appear to plague the stafftherefore

a great deal of time and attention was not spent dealing with these issues.

Feasibilitv of Collectine Data

Considering that the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project has not yet had many

referrals' the feasibility of collecting data has not been addressed. When attempting to

address this issue the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project Committee should

consider a number of tasks. Once the purpose of the evaluation is established the next
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task is to determine the type and volume of information that is needed to meet the

purpose evaluation. The question, according to Rutman (1980), is to what extent can

information requirements be met at the desired degree of validity and reliability,

considering cost and other types ofconstraints?

In order to accomplish this task and determine the data required by the committee, it must

establish how much detail is needed about the manner in which the program is

implemented, in order to make appropriate use of the evaluation finding. This is

important in order to collect detailed information about the mediation program,s

operatiorq which in turn will enable the committee and the evaluator to determine what is

actually occurring.

Secondly, the committee must determine which goals and objectives should be included

in the evaluation- Often times when evaluations of programs are being conducted long

inventories of goals and objectives are developed and there is temptation to collect

information on all ofthem. Choices must usually be made to limit the evaluation to some

of the goals and objectives, otherwise the thoroughness of the study may be compromised

by its extensiveness @utman, 1980). The purpose of the evaluation and the expected use

of the findings should guide the Child Protection Mediation pilot project committee on

selecting the goals and the objectives for inclusion in an evaluation. It then becomes the

evaluator's role to point out the methodological diffrculties of measuring particular

goals/effects and the costs that such measurement might entail.
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Thirdl¡ the Child Protection Mediation Committee has to decide on how much

background information is needed to help shed light on the findings of the evaluation.

Decisions with respect to background information are very important in that it provides

essential descriptive information about cases that proceed through the mediation

program' This is important so that only the cases that meet the selection criteria are

included in the evaluation. This will allow the committee to ensure that only the targeted

population was included in the study and will also provide information as to whether

there are certain types of cases that would benefit more from mediation.

VøIidíty and RelìøbìIity Consíderations

Once the committee has selected the goals and objectives that will be included in the

evaluatioq the type of information that is required, and how much information is needed,

they then face the task of selecting valid measurement procedures and tools that actually

measure what they pulport to measure. When doing this, it is very important to ensure

that the exact meaning of the concepts that are to be measured are well enough defined

and agreed upon by primary users of the evaluation. This area of focus requires

particular attention due to the fact that the objectives listed in the Consensual Evaluable

Model require further defining and operationalization. other factors such as ensuring

that the measurement tools only measures the relevant goals and how they affect the

validity ofthe data must also be considered.
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In addition to selecting valid measurement tools the Committee must also ensure that the

tools they develop are reliable so that data collection and processing procedures are done

utilizing consistent and stable measurement tools. When attempting to develop reliable

measurement tools the Committee must be cognizant of the reliability problems that

accompany the planned data collection procedures. When doing this they must reach a

decision as to the desired level ofreliability and then take the necessary precautions to

ensure that the required level of reliability is reached.

FeasíbíIìty of Collectíng Valid and Reliø.ble Datø

There are a number of considerations that need to be pondered when developing and

implementing valid and reliable measurement tools. First, it must be determined how

political factors witl effect the development and implementation valid and reliable

measures' For the Child Protection Mediation Committee this is an important factor to

consider because the Agency is currently undergoing massive changes, which are

inherently accompanied by a number of political issues. It must be determined what the

impacts of political issues are and whether they undermine the efforts to develop and

implement valid and reliable measures.

Another factor that could affect the reliability and validity of potential measurement

procedures and tools are the cost implications. Although the funder has agreed to an

evaluability assessment, there has been no mention of who will conduct the full-blown

evaluation or when it will be done. Consequently, at this point it is undetermined how
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much money will be set aside to evaluate the program. Without planning for and

committing to an evaluation, the funds required to conduct a thorough and meaningful

evaluation may be consumed by the program. The ramification of this could be quite

devastating to the mediation program. Should there be insuffrcient funds for the

evaluation' corners may need to be cut and measurement procedures and tools essential to

the collection of data may not be considered due to the lack of funds. This will result in a

failure to collect the information needed to determine whether or not the mediation

program actually yielded its intended results.

The type of data that needs to be gathered should provide information as to the

demographics of those involved in the case, the types of cases, whether or not an

agreement was reached, terms of the agreement, how long the mediation sessions tooþ

and how much they cost- other information that should be included is client satisfaction

information; family service worker satisfaction information, workload information, and

possibly information with respect to the durability of the agreements such as follow up

information.

The only information that is currently being recorded is demographic information. The

Program Manager's executive assistant is responsible for collecting this data.
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Summarv of Recommendations

The evaluability assessment identified the program goals and objectives that could be

studied as well as the feasibility of implementing the required methodology. The task

left is to make recommendations based on the findings of the evaluability assessment

which will assist Winnipeg Child and Family Services in making changes to the program

that would increase it evaluability. "An analysis of the problems can provide direction

for redesigning progr¿ùms or restating the expected outcomes. Such changes facilitate the

progra.m evaluability by ensuring greater plausibility between program efforts and stated

outcomes" @utman, 1930 p. 166).

The first recommendation I would make, based on the information gathered from the

evaluability assessment, would be for the Child Protection Mediation Committee to

determine if there is enough vested interest within the committee and the agency to move

ahead with the implementation of the mediation program. Given the decrease in

membership to the committee and the lack of staffresources allocated to the program and

its implementation, it would be impossible to implement this program in such away that

would be conducive to a meaningful evaluation. If Winnipeg Child and Family Services

is not able to allocate staff and resources to the progranL at this time, my

recommendation would be that the implementation of the program be suspended until

staffand resources are available.
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Secondly, I recommend that if the program proceeds the Child protection Mediation

Committee should commence working on a strategy for promoting the program. The

program analysis phase of the evaluability assessment revealed that the mediation

progr¿ùm lacked a promotional element. It is clear that without promotion of the progranr"

family service workers would not be cogruzant of how mediation could be applied to

child protection cases- As already stated above, this appears to be a necessary

preliminary step before the program could be evaluated. If promotion of the program is

not done, referrals would be very limited. This would make it impossible to gathe r data

and to determine whether mediation provides a more effective and empowering

resolution in shorter time period, with less expense. To resolve this issue, I recommend

that before the agency attempts to implement the prograrq decisions need to made about

whom is going to promote the progranr, how it will be promoted, and when it wilt be

promoted. Without resolving this obstacle, the information needs of the primary users

cannot be met.

rn addition to this, it has become obvious after conducting the evaluability assessment

that the current milieu within the agency may not be favorable to the implementation of a

new and innovative program. At this time, employees of the agency appear to be

overwhelmed with the ramifïcations that accompany the impending massive changes.

The milieu created by these changes does not appear to be con<fucive to encouraging the

participation and exploration of new and innovative technique to deliver services. Instead

of attempting to implement the mediation program now, at a time when fear and anxiety

are paramount and change is seen as negative, I recommend that the mediation program
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be implemented in conjunction with the other changes in structure and authority. This

may assist employees in accepting the mediation program as part of the larger changes

that are occurring, instead of viewing it as the beginning of the end of the agency as they

knew it.

Should Winnipeg Child and Family Services decide to go ahead with the mediation

program a decision with respect to an evaluation must be made. To meet this end, I
recommend that the funders of the program commit sufficient funds to ensure that a

rigorous, methodolog¡cal, and meaningful evaluation can be conducted. As already

stated in the feasibility analysis, without planning for and committing to an evaluation the

funds needed to conduct an evaluation may be consumed by the program. The

ramification ofthis could be quite devastating to the mediation program. Should there be

insufficient funds for the evaluation, corners may need to be cut and measurement

procedures and tools essential to the collection of data, may not be considered due to the

lack of funds. This will result in a failure to collect the information needed to determine

whether or not the mediation program actually yielded its intended results.

In addition to this, r recommend that the agency choose an evaluator and commence

working on the evaluability issues of the program design that were revealed in the

evaluability assessment. At this stage of program development the child protection

Mediation Pilot Project cannot support a program evaluation. The program goals and

objectives are not sufüciently defined or operationalized to undergo a methodological

and meaningf'rl evaluation. Although they currently provide a good starting point, many
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of the listed objectives are not well enough defined or are not written as outcome

objectives consequently, they cannot be measured. I recommend that the committee

focuses on determining whether or not all the goals and objectives that arelisted in the

Consensual Evaluable Model are necessary for inclusion in the evaluation. often times

when evaluations of programs are being conducted long inventories of goals and

objectives are included and there is temptation to collect information on all of them.

Doing this often bogs the evaluation down and compromises it with extensiveness. The

purpose of the evaluation and the expected uses of the finding should guide the

committee on selecting which goals and objectives are necessary for inclusion in the

evaluation- Once this is done, the goals and objectives that are included must be

redefined and written as outcome objectives that areoperational ized, andmeasurable.
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CHAPTER VII

EVALUATION OF PRACTICUM INTERVENTION AND PERSONAL

LEARNING GOALS

The evaluation of the practicum intervention was done utilizing a twofold process which,

focused on evaluating: (1) the extent to which the evaluability assessment objectives were

achieved and assessing the effectiveness of the intervention; and, (2) døermining the

extent to which my personal learning objectives were achieved.

The goal of the evaluability assessment was as follows: To get agreement on realistic

measurable program objectives, to agree on appropriate program performance

information before a full scale evaluation is done, and to agree on the intended use of

program performance information. However, once the evaluability assessment had

commenced I realized that, this goal as it is stated, is somewhat incomplete. I am now

aware that although the stated goal is indicative of what would ideally be achieved upon

completion of the evaluability assessment, not achieving this does not mean that the

evaluability assessment was a failure.

What I have come to understand is that, often evaluability assessments can be considered

successful when their products reveal that the program is not articulated or implemented

in such away that would support a full blown evaluation. Consequently, the goal of the

evaluability assessment was changed to read as follows: To assess the Child protection

115
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Mediation Pilot Project to determine whether or not the program was stntctured in a

manner that wouldfacilitate an evaluation of it ffictiveness, and to include an anølysis

of the purpose of the evaluation and the feasibility of the implementation of the required

methodolog,t.

In order to achieve this goal, seven objectives were identified and pursued. AII of the

evaluability assessment objectives were successfully achieved in two stages. The first

stage was to conduct a program analysis of the child Protection Mediation pilot project

which included the fotlowing objectives:

1' I accumulated, articulated and reviewed all of the information from proposals; drafts,

staff working papers and literature published from other existing child protection

mediation progr¿ùms. When all available information was compiled, a progr¿Lm

document model and flowchart was developed to identi$r the program components,

goals and objectives.

2' Once this was completed, I identified and interviewed the primary stakeholders of the

evaluation. The products of these interviews resulted in the creation of a program

Managers'Modet and Advisory Committee Model.

3' I then, ventured out into the field to determine what had actually happen for family

service workers, who had cases that proceeded through mediation.

4' After having completed these models, the information was aggregated and a

Consensual Evaluable Model was completed. The Consensual Evaluable Model

revealed the program components and goals and objectives that could be considered

in the evaluation.
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The second stage of the evaluability assessment that was to conduct was a feasibility

analysis, which included the following objectives:

l ' To determine if the feasibility of evaluating the program , r analyzed the program

desigq and its implementation.

2' once this information was gathered, I then went on to determine the purpose of the

evaluation and the information needs of those who authonze it.

3' Finally, upon completion of the progr¿rm analysis and the feasibility analysis, the

information was reviewed and I made recommendations to enhance the evaluability

ofthe program.

upon completion of the seven objectives, I feel as though I have achieved the goal and

objectives of the evaluability assessment. After doing this, I have determined that the

Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project requires further refinement and a few

modifications to its design and implementation strategies before it is ready to facilitate a

methodological and meaningful evaluation. Considering that the evaluability assessment

aims to make a'þo-no go" decision regarding program evaluation, this assessment may

provide very helpful information to Winnipeg Child and Family Services. The agency

may decide that, at this time, they are not willing to allocate the time and resources

needed to enhance the evaluability of this program. They may decide to make the

necessary changes and go ahead with the evaluation or a decision may be made to

terminate the pilot project all together.
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Assessins the Effectiveness of the fnteruention

In addition to the successful completion of the evaluation objectives, there were basically

two other ways in which the effectiveness of the practicum intervention was determined,

first a feedback questionnaire was administered to all the key stakeholders that were

identified and interviewed. Secondly, the effectiveness of the intervention v/as measured

doing theutilization Enhancement checklist @rown & Braskamp, 19g0).

Feedback from the støkeholders

The Feedback questionnaires were administered to all the stakeholders that were

interviewed. (Please see Appendix C). The questionnaires were designed to elicit

feedback on my performance as an evaluator. The first question queried as to whether

the stakeholder felt as though I had sufficient knowledge about the Child protection

Mediation Pilot Project to conduct an evaluability assessment of the program. The

response to this question was unanimously, yes. Phrases such as "absolutely" and ..she is

an enthusiast" were some of the comments offered. The next question asked the

respondents if they felt as though I possessed enough skill and knowledge to conduct an

evaluability assessment. Agairl the answer to this question was 'Jres". Comments such

as "it is clear she has done her reading" and that "she is aware of the complexities

involved in a evaluability assessment" were offered in the feedback form.

The third question in the feedback form was whether the program documents model was

presented in an orgaruzed and understandable fashion. Most of the feedback for this

question was positive however, one respondent felt as though some areas were reviewed
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quite quickly. Other respondents stated that I was '\¡¡ell organaed and was open to any

questions and feedback" and that 'the document articulated the program very well".

Finally, the last question asked whether the respondents felt as though I was able to

answer and/or clarifu any questions that they had as a result of the program document

model or interview questions. The responses to this question were very positive. One

comment that was made was that I displayed "superior knowledge and showed

exceptional skill and understanding of the program".

Considering this feedbacþ I feel that as an evaluator, I have done a good job in

demonstrating suffrcient understanding of the Child Protection Mediation pilot project.

In addition to this I feel as though the feedback displays evidence that the key

stakeholders unanimously feel that I possess the skill and knowledge required to conduct

an evaluability assessment.

The Utílízøtíon Enhancement Checklist

The utilization Enhancement Checklist @rown and Braskamp, 1980), served as another

selÊexamination tool which, I used to determine my effectiveness as an evaluator. In my

proposal, I stated thatl would complete the checklist two time during my practicum, once

after the program analysis and then again after the feasibility analysis. However, when I

started my practicum, it appeared to make more sense to do the checklist during the

program analysis phase. The primary reason for this u/as so that I could get feedback

from the checklist during the program analysis phase and still have the opportunity to

improve my role as an evaluator.
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To this end, I completed the checklist two times during the course of my practicum, once

during the program analysis phase of the evaluability assessment and then again after the

evaluability assessment was complete. (Please see Appendix A for a copy of the

checklist)' The checklist consisted of 50 items that were organized into five broad

categories consisting of 10 items each. The five categories were as follows: determining

the evaluator's roles; understanding the organization context; planning the evaluation;

conducting the evaluation; and communicating the evaluative information. Each item was

worth two points and then added. The score interpretations are as follows: 25 orless-

don't expect much to happen as a result of your efforts. Most likely you information will

be ignored or gather dust on a shelf somewhere ; 26-50-you may be called back later to

do another evaluation, but don't count on it. Perhaps you might get a publication for you

efforts' but the world won't change; 5l-75-somebody may actually do something

different as a result of the evaluation, especially if it already reinforces what he or she

was already thinking; 76-100-Be careful? You may be so effective that some may have

you earmarked to be an administrator" even though you have no desire to be one.

My goal was to achieve at least a score of 51 or better on the checklist. I felt as though if
I achieved this score then I would my intervention as effective. I actually achieved a

score of 611100 the first time I completed the checklist. Based of these, I was able to

determine where my strengths and weakness could be found. After reviewing this

information I utilized it as a guideline to improve on the areas that received a weaker

score' The second time completed the checklist my score was 76/100. This showed a
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fairly significant increase in score, which r interpreted as an increase in the effectiveness

of my intervention.

My personal learning goals were identified as follows: To develop an in-depth

understanding of and obtain hands on experience in conducting an evaluability

assessment' At the proposal stage of my practicum I identified four personal learning

objectives that, if achieved would ultimately indicate that I have achieved by broader

personal learning goal.

My personal learning objectives were as follows:

1. To learn the history of program evaluation

while I researched and accumulated the information and skill required when conducting

an evaluation, I read a great deal about the history of evaluation and its impact on social

programs' In addition to this, while r was doing my initial literature review, I learned

about the different stages of program development and what types evaluation methods

are useful at the different stages.

2' To develop skill necessary to conduct an evaluability assessment whic¡, included the

following: developing a program Documents Model, a program Managers Model, an

Advisory committee Model, and a Consensual Modet and to conduct a feasibility

analysis.
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While conducting the evaluability assessment on the Child Protection Mediation pilot

Project, I utilized the booþ Planning Useful Evaluations. by Leonard Rutman (19g0)

which' provided step-by-step instructions that could be used as a guideline. Initially, I
was somewhat unclea¡ as to how I would proceed with applying these step-by-step

instructions to the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project. The information I was

gathering was primarily geared towards programs that had been implemented for a period

of time and to some degree been formalized When I engaged in this evaluability

assessment, it became clear to me that the developmental stage of the Child protection

Mediation Pilot Project had a profound effect on how I conducted the assessment. The

fact that this program was considered to be at the innovative stage, had just been

implemented and not yet been formalized,impacted significantly on what was required to

develop a Program Document Model. This coupled with the fact that the milieu within

the agency was not conducive to the introduction of an innovative progranL required me

to be flexible in the steps that were required in the evaluability assessment. Fortunately, I
was able to be flexible in the use of the prescribed steps and was required to develop

alternative approaches to better suit the program. Rutman's (19g0), evaluability

assessment tool was developed in such a way that encouraged evaluation planners to do

this.

When I was conducting the program analysis phase of the evaluability assessment, I

found it quite challenging. Although the Committee had agreed on the type of model and

goals that would be utilized, there was no formal program guidelines or structure in place.

The only information about the program that was available was some literature that had
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been gathered and passed out at the committee level. Based on this informatioq the

Committee decided that they did not have to '?einvent the wheel" but that they would

utilize the already developed mediation program that was currently in place at C.A.S.

Toronto, ontario as a base for Winnipeg Child and Family Services mediation progrÍrm.

The Committee agreed that the program would adopt the goals, the selection criteria, and

the disquali&rng criteria as they were stated in the Toronto progr¿Ìm. Unfortunately, this

was the only formal articulation that the Committee made about the program. The

remainder of the information such as the program rationale, the objectives, activities, and

other significant parts of the program were only vaguely implied. Consequently, much of

the information had to be flushed out and formalized. I found this to be a very onerous

task; however' it was essential in order to develop a Program Documents Model, program

Mangers model, committee model and the consensual Evaluable Model.

This being said, I feel as though this task has forced me to become intimate with the

literature on child protection mediation and I now feel as though I possess a greatdeal of
knowledge and skill with respect to mediation and its application to child protection.

Creating the models has afforded me the opporhrnity to review the literature, which in

turn provided me with an excellent starting point of understand the context of the

program' This process has helped me gain an understanding of what information is

essential to include in a program or what the program is lacking, in order to enhance its

evaluability.
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The combination of learning about chitd protection mediation and evaluability

assessments has lent to, what I feel, is the successful accomplishment of this learning

goal. I feel that these skills will assist me in future situations were I may need to decide

whether certain information or aspects of programs are crucial and necessary.

3. To conduct productive and informative interviews.

During the course of the evaluability assessment I utilized interviews as a means

collecting data' During these interviews I came to realize that there are several things

that influence an interview. First, I came to understand that who is included in the

interview impacted significantly on my ability to collect data. I identified the

stakeholders of the Chitd Protection Mediation Pilot Project to insure that all invested

parties have an opportunity to have input into the evaluability assessment. The inclusion

of others who do not have a vested interest would increase the diffrculty, in not only the

interview, but would also cause the gathering of unnecessary data.

Second, the questions as well as the wording impacted the on interview. When I

developed the questionnaire I used the questions listed in Rutman (19g0), as a guideline.

After I reviewed the interview transcripts and the questions that were asked, I acquired

some important lessons- I think that perhaps I should have looked at the interview

questions a little closer and attempted to make alterations or adaptation to the questions

that would have made them more suitable for the Child protection Mediation pilot

Project. I think asking questions utilizing evaluation jargon may have caused some
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interviewees not to respond to questions as fully as they could have had the questions

been asked using simpler language. For example, using words like possible causal

linkages could have been stated in more understandable fashion.

In addition, I found that perhaps I was speaking a little too fast at times and not allowing

the person that I interviewed a chance to digest the question. I think that in future

interview situations I will ensure that I speak a little slower and perhaps ask the

interviewee, ifthey understood what was being asked of them.

The other lesson that I learned about conducting interviews is that outside influences can

also impact on the interview. In this situation the milieu within the agency, I believe,

impacted on my ability to conduct productive and informative interviews. Although the

interviews that I was able to conduct were quite produøive, I became increasingly that I
was not able to interview all of the people I felt should have occurred in order to collect

data' The reasons for this were primarily due to the devolution process, which included

massive changes and potential serious effects on its employees and the deteriorating

membership and interest in innovative programs. This coupled with the natural attrition

that has happened in the agency, cause decline in committee members. The stakeholders

have changed and the commiftee membership has decreased dramatically during the time

that had lapsed from the onset of the progr¿rm until the evaluability assessment was being

conducted' Those people who had valid input at the beginnings of the program did not

participate in interviews, consequently important data from these people was not

gathered- The degree of importance of the interview was also apparent in that people who
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were supposed to participating in interviews either failed to attend or had to leave prior to

the conclusion of the interview.

considering all of this, I feel that I did achieve this learning goal. In the interviews or

parts of the interviews that r was able to conduct, I feel as though I did gather productive

information and that I was able to keep the interviewees engaged in the activity.

However, the lesson that I learned about adapting questions to suit the interviews,

modifuing my speed during the interviews, including only people with vested interests in

the interview subject, certainly will assist me in future interview situations. I not only

have to change some of my techniques, but also to realizethe influences that can inhibit

an interview regardless ofthose techniques.

4' To develop skills in areas such as data gathering, analysis, and good written

communication.

In order to have successfully achieved the three personal learning objectives listed above

r feel that skills in data gathering, progr¿ùm analysis and good written communication

were accomplished. This combined with the positive results of the feedback

questionnaire, the guidance of the utilization Enhancement checklist, and the critiquing

done in my journal have all lent to the successful completion of this objective.

In order to determine whether I had suocessfuily achieved my

which was: To develop an in-depth understanding of and obtain

personal learning goal,

hands on experience in
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conducting an evaluability assessment. I identified four personal learning objectives that

would ultimately indicate that I have achieved my broader personal learning goal. I feel

that I have successfully achieved the goals and objectives based on the completion of the

learning objectives.

rn addition to the successful completion of these objectives, I have also been tracking my

personal learning by way of a journal. In this journal kept a detailed log about my

activities, my observations, my learning experiences, my opinions about those

experiences, and about the different situations and politics that I encountered while

conducting the evaluability assessment. Much of the information that is included in the

feasibility analysis, the recommendations, and the personal learning objectives sections of

this paper, were solicited from my journal. When reading the joumal and reflecting back

over the evaluability assessment, I have seen a great deal of growth in my attempts to

deal with uncertainty, instability, uniqueness and value conflicts that have occurred along

the way.

r also used the journal as an avenue in which I would critique myself with respect to

achieving my personal learning objectives. I noted a number of suggestions as to howthe

evaluability assessment process could have been improved and the areas in which my

performance as an evaluator could have been better.
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My practicum involved the evaluability assessment ofthe Winnipeg Child and Family

Services Child Protection Mediation Pitot Project. This project was considered to be an

innovative program, in that, it had not yet been subject to implementation and

assessment. The aim of the evaluability assessment was to assist in the development and

implementation ofthe program. The products of the evaluability assessment were to

identify the program gaps, shortcoming in the planning phase of the prograÍL poorly

designed program components, and vague and implausible objectives. In utilizing

evaluability assessment model, I discovered that with its application came a number of

benefits and limitation.

After completing the evaluability assessment and assessing the feasibility of

implementation the prograrn, I realized its true value. In conducting such an assessment

at this particular developmental stage of the program, it afforded the Child protection

Mediation Pilot Project Committee the opportunity to consider the feedback from the

assessment. In doing so, amendments could be made to the progranL which would lead

to more relevant, credible and usable evaluations. In addition to this the evaluability

assessment also provided the users of the evaluation the opportunity to become involved

in the evaluation planning process and allow the primary users to define their information

needs.

Finally, the evaluability assessment model will provide the committee with

recommendations as to how to enhance the evaluabitity of the program. This will
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provide the essential information that committee needs in order to create or chose the

appropriate measurement tools, prior to the program being implemented. Starting the

evaluation at the onset of the program enables the committee to gather data as the

program progresses. This would provide an opportunity for the commiftee to have

ongoing feedback about the programs effectiveness.

Notwithstanding all of the above noted benefits of the evaluability assessment model, I
discovered a few limitations of the model. It was unclear to me whether the evaluability

assessment model is set up in such a way that the evaluator that completes the

evaluability assessment, also is the one that goes on to complete the full blown

evaluation. If this is the case, then the information is easily understood and utilized.

However, should this not occur and there is a change in evaluators, there is no indication

of how detailed information that was gathered in the evaluability assessment is to be

transferred to the evaluator so that effort are not duplicated.

The other limitation I found when I was utilizing the evaluability assessment model was

that it was unclear where the evaluability assessment stopped and the evaluation began.

rn making recommendation to the committee r was uncertain as to whether I was to

provide very broad instructions, for example 'the need to operatio nalize program

objectives" or was I to attempt to assist them by making very detailed recommendations

such as operationalizing the objectives? If the program had shortcoming in the program

design and implementatiorq should I stitl go on to make recommends about the type of
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research design and methodology that should be utilized, or is that the job of the

evaluator once the evaluability assessment is completed.

Finally, the last limit¿tion is that once the committee had an opportunity to heed the

recommendations made in the evaluability assessment, who determines if the

recommendation are implemented correctly? Does the evaluator who conducted the

evaluability assessment come back to ensure all the recommendations were interpreted

and implemented correctly or is that the job of the evaluator, hired to do the full blown

evaluation?

Summary

rn summary, this experience has afforded me the skills and knowledge required to

conduct an evaluability assessment. In the initial literature review, I learned a great deal

about the dynamics of child welfare, mediation, child protection mediatioq evaluation,

stages of programs and evaluatiorç and evaluability assessments. I was then able to assist

in the Child Protection Mediation Committee in articulating and formalizing the progranr,

based the program documentation and literature agreed upon by the committee. I then

gained experience in interviewing stakeholders, committee member, and family service

workers in order to collect the data that is required to attain a consensual evaluable

model.

once this was completed I then utilized the skill and the knowledge that I had gained

through the literature review and through conducting the evaluability assessment, to
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analyze the feasibility of conducting an evaluation on the Chitd protection Mediation

Pilot Project. Based on these finding, I was then able to make recommendations to

Winnipeg Child and Family Services, that I feel would enhance the evaluability of their

program' All of this learning was associated with and lent to, the ultimate achievement

of the evaluability assessment goal and objectives as well as and my personal learning

goal and objectives

r think that the evaluability assessment model is an excellent model to utilize when

developing or implementing an innovative program. This type of evaluation can provide

immediate feedback that will enable the user to make modification in the program

structure, the program implementatioq and the data collection methods while the

program is being implemented. The evaluability assessment will also ensure that the

information needs of the primary users are considered, ensure that the types and volume

of information needed to meet the purpose of the evaluation are collected, and ensure that

adequate resources are available.
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EPILOGTIE

Upon completion of the evaluability assessment it was determined that, atthis time, the

Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project could not sustain a meaningful evaluation. In

order to assist Winnipeg Child and Family Services in moving this program forward so

that a meaningful evaluation can be done, I witl make further recommendations as to how

to move the program from this point forward. This will be done based on the products of

the evaluability assessment.

Fi¡st, the people who hold decision making powers within Winnipeg Child and Family

services and the Directorate need to be provided with the opportunity to learn about the

positive impact that can be achieved when applying mediation to chitd protection cases.

This is essential so that the people that hold the power within the agency buy into the

prograrrL which in turn will create incentive for program promotion and implementation.

once this is done, the next step would be to reconvene the committee to determine

whether or not the committee members are committed to the program. Failure to have

committed membership at the committee level will certainly impact negatively on the

program.

once incentive for the program is secured at the government, executive and committee

level, it must be determined whether or not the agency is willing or able to allocate the

appropnate amount of resources and staff to the program. In order for this program to

move forward someone who is passionate about the application of mediation to child

132
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protection cases must be designated to head the program. This would require the

allocation of a staffmember to the program. Failure to appoint a person with passion to

this position will likely result in a lack of incentive to promote it. This staff member

would be responsible for the promotion of the program at all levels within the agency and

would ensure that the program moves forward from its current state. In addition to this

the responsibility of fiscal management of the program would also be allocated to the

head of the Child Protection Mediation pilot project.

Once the allocation of a is staff granted by agency, they must be willing to allow the

committee the time that is required to address the evaluability issues that were exposed in

the evaluability assessment. once this is done the committee should the reconvene and

the findings of the evaluability assessment should then be presented. The first task at

hand after the presentation of the evaluability assessment will be for the committee

members to determine which goals and objectives are going to be included in the in the

evaluation' When doing this the committee should consider the section of the

evaluability assessment that address the purpose of the evaluation and the expected uses

of the findings.

once the goals and objeøives that will be considered for inclusion in the evaluation are

selected the second task is to write the objectives in an operationalized and measurable

manner' This means that the objectives need to be written as outcome objectives that are

clearly defined- For example words such as to increase, to improvement and to decrease

all need to be defined in ways that reflects the amount of increase, improvement, and
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decrease that is required before the program goal would be considered successfully

achieved.

When the goals and objectives are clearly defined and operationalized,it is then time for

the head of the program and the agency to select an evaluator for the Child protection

Mediation Pilot Project- In order to do this an appropriate amount of funding should be

allocated for the evaluation of the program. On average, it is estimated that

approximately l.l0o/o of the total program budget should be allocated to the evaluation.

The amount of funding required in this program will be directly related to the intensity of

the evaluation- If the committee includes all of the goals and objectives listed in the

consensual model a number of different measurement tools will be required. However,

should it be decided that only one or two goals and objectives will be included in the

evaluation fewer tools will be required, therefore using less funding.

When the funding is allocated an evaluator may then be brought on board to assist in the

development of appropriate measurement tools. This will ensure that all the necessary

data is collected to meet the informational needs of the primary users of the evaluation.

Once the tools are est¿blished the head of the progr¿Ìm can then coÍrmence collecting the

data and monitoring referrals to make certain that all cases that proceed througlr

mediation fall within the selection criteria. Once this is done the information can be

aggregated and analyzed to determine if whether or not the Child protection Mediation

Pilot Project met its intended goals and objectives.
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The final suggestion that I would make, at this time, is that consideration needs to be

given to the timing at which this program is be implemented. The evaluability

assessment exposed that the current situation of the agency and the accompanying milieu

could certainly impede on the success of this program. Consequently, considerable

thought by the committee and the agency is required when reaching a decision about

program promotion and further implementation.
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Appendix A
UTILIZATIOI'{ ENHANCEITfÐNT CHECtr{LIÊT1

Directions: There are fifty items belou', .¡¡hich focus on self-analysis, understanding the
ørgznizúiona! çontext, planning and evaluation .process, and . communication. =Th"
checklist can serr/e as a guideline as you conduct an erraluation or as a selÊexarnination
after }æu complete an e:¿aluation. To serve these multiple puryoses, all items a¡e written
in the present tense.

A. Detennining tbe Er.,aluator's R-ole

1.

I tsrown' R & Braskamp, L. (1980). Summary: Common themes and a checklist In L. Braskamp &R Brown (Eds.). Utilization of evaluatíve information. Slan Fransisco: Jossey-Bas s, pp.94-97

139

2.

Assess level of personal congruence with the progra¡n,s ge_nera! goals and consider
r¡¡ithdray¡ing if the incongruity may result in unnecãssaÐ, cãnflicts.
D"-tennine e.xtent of personal commitment .to the importance of conducting an
evaluation of this program.

3- Anzlyze degree to which persona! -walue and opinions about the program are publicly
adr.æcated b;' the e.¡aluator.

4- Detqnnine appropdate share of responsibility fo¡ utiliuatiqn.
5. Speci9 activities related to educational roles as r¡¡ell as z dztz-gz+hering, inforrnation-

praviding ro!e.
6. MaL-e sure that consulting skills, time references, and personnel are a-¡ailabie to

c.onduct a utilization-focussed evaluation for the program.
7- Ensure that sufficient technical skills, tirne resourceì, and personnel are a.,.ailable to

conduct a utilization-focused evalu"tiop,
8. Esta-blish congruence behveen personal role perception.(data-gathering, consultant,

expert, r€cornmeqde4 .c,hange agent) and audience elxpectations.
9. Determine willingness to spend tinoe with prograÍr'-staff in activ.ities that are not

directly related to the ev¿luation (for instanoe, inrorma lunches).
10. F'stablish a sense of credibility znd trust with the prograrn dtreú.or, staff and other

audiences.
B. Llnderstanding the Organizztionzl Context

1. Obtain and study the organizational chart.

? Identify the lamesofkel, people within and. outside the argnization.3. Identify the decision-makèrs ãnd potential users of evalualtion infor¡nation..¡¡ithin
and outside the organization.

4- understand the policy-making process ofthe organizafion.5. Deterarine which decisions and poticies are made a result of the eyaluation.6. K-now when decisions are made.
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7 ' Detennine which staff and other users should be consulted as the evaluatisn is
planaed and conducted.

8. Detennine rvhether the sponsor of the e.w.aluation is committed to the e¡,,aluation
activity and uses evaluative info¡mation.

9. Detennine the infornnation sources and. ch¿nnels u,ithin the organization.10' Trace the path .and impact of preraous evaluation-q in thã same setting and
determine how this affects the el,aluation.

C. Planning the.Evaluation

1' Make sure there is clear.understanding of the evaluation role (that is forrnative or
summative)

2' Set up spec'ific sessions in rvlúch the evaluation plan and its irnplementations ¿.re
discussed .¡.'ith key persons.

3 Assess the implications of decisions based on the evalrlation that affect personnel.4' -Assess the political implications of decisions based on the evaluation that affect
nersnnnal

5. Detenrúne the tik-ely sourc.es of resistance to negatirre evaluation rezults.6. Deten¡úne the likely sources of resist¿nce to poiitive ew. aluation.r-esults.
7 ' Determine the. freedom to provìde evaluati*,. elnformation to various audiences.8. Deterrnine strategies for dealing rvith potential conflict an¿ .tension-l"t*"rn

progra$ di¡ector/staff and e.,'aluator.
9' Design an evaluation plan that will have technical credibility and pro.,.ide needed

information.
10' Establish a rnutual problern-solving approach with the program personnel and

decision-makers.

D. Conducting the Evaluation

1. Mak-e sr:re thaf ev.eryone understands thp purpose of the eval¡:ation.2' Involve key.personnel in.determining the purposes, issues aø g.;"rul eyaluation
strategies.

3' Involve representatives of potentially affected groupsin making decisions about
instn-¡mentation and .data sources.

4.

5.

6.

Be adccssible to program staff during the evaluanion to lea¡n of and share
perspectives from which each is interpreting the information.
Collect data from rnultiple so¿]rc€s.
I!{ake s¡-¡¡e the data collection instn:ments a:rd procedures:âr€ undÊrstaadable and
rele'"ant.
Ha"-e inform¿l as rr,-el! as.forma! meetings with kæy perso.ns.
Maintain a rnutual problern.solving rèlationship with staff and ¿drninistrato¡s
throughout the evaluation.

7.

8.

9. Collect information necded, but only that.
l0- Adapt the evaluation plan to meet changing information nee-ds

E. Comrnunicating the E ¡aluative Inforrnation
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2.
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Makre periodic infbrmal reports. or presentations.

å,*,:j:""* 
stafl especially thole most affectcd, to assisr in interpreting.the

Commurucate nrajor findings when available and con.sidered appro pnate;do notw¿it for the formal ¡çport deadlines.
Share rough drafts or preliminary thoughts'.,.nth ke.y persons. before making a fina!presentation.
Wriæ difffb.rent reports ftr different audj-ences
I![ake presentations understandable and easy to fullor¡¡.
Link presentafion to key issues and decisions.
Make oure that all audiences receivc the evaluati"¿e infürmation in sufficient timeprior to k-ey dec.ision-qaking events.
Keep nritten reports brief
IJse se..-er¿l media (slides, chaas) when making forma! presentarjons.

J.

4.

5.

6.
7.
oo,

9.

10.

Score rnturpretation: Here are some rough guidelines fur interpreting the results of youranalysis- AIlo.¡¡ trvo points for eaeh q,r"rtt;unswerert p*iti".rr,.

25 or less Don't expect nauch to happen as a result of your efforfs. Most likely your
inforrnation rvill be ignored or gathers dust on ¿ shelf sornervhere.

26-50

51-7_s

76-rcA

You ma¡r be called bzck later to .,co another evaluation, but don,t count onit. Perhaps you might get a publication for ,.roui "foÃ, but the world
won't change.

Somebody may actualllr do something difÞrent as a result of the

:Iiï,11.* especially if it al¡eady reinfbices what. he o. ,t. 
'ru, 

ut ruJfthrnkrnû--------ã'

Be careful! You may .be so effective that sonneone may have you
e¿rma¡ked to be an adrninistratoE erren though you noo" no"¿esire tJbe
u¡¡c:
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Pinal Ccnsensuatr E,,,atruæble Mcde!

The Final Consensual Model was an ægregate of all of the,information that was gæhered

fronr, the Program Dopuments Model, the l4anagers Program ldodel, pnd the Committee

Program Model- It was from these models that the analyst could aqive at a consensua!

program rnodel, r¡¡hich included program cornponents that were agreed to by.the ke;,

stakeholders and advisory committee. If agreement could not be reached, then those

componenfs in rvhich .discrepancies existed w.ould not be incrt-rded in the consensr_ral

Program Model. However, each modelthat was developed allo.xgd for various groups or

indi.¡iduals to have their expec+-ations and discrepancies delineated.

Protection MediaÉion Pitot pro! ect

Winnipeg Child and Family Sen ices is ar,,.are that parents, in the p¡o..,ince of Manitoba,

and throughout Canada are deemed to have the skills and competence that is necessary to

r¿ise their chilrlren. It is only rvhen parenting ålls belorv the standard of care which

so.ciet;' deems is appropriate, tbat fhe state, through the offices of cåild and Family

sgn'ices, intenænes in the li','es. of farnilies (wildgoose & varesc¿, 1993). when

parenting ålls below the minimat standard, which is acceptable by society, an

inten¡eqtion to secure child¡en fronn abuse and neglect is requlræd @arsk3,, lggs"

Carruthers, 1997, Wlldgoose.& Maresca, I 993).

Although each åmily and their situ¿tion is unique, the Spe an.t the degree of

inten'ention whichcan be irnposed upon fanailies is carefull}, regq!æed by the larv, as it is
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sef'out in Manitob a's Child a-nrl Fomily Semices Act (The Lct). It is in accordance r¡r.ith

this Act, thzt z mzndzted Child and Famil;, Se.rvice representative investigate repots that

indicate that a cluld mzy be in need of protective services. According Ío Ihe Clzild snd

Fo-wi!¡' Sen'ices Act, sewices naust be delivered with the underl ying do-cluation that

f'milies and children h¿ve the right to the least interft tsn erqith their ¿ftirs to fhe eÉenJ

compatible rvith the best interests of children and the responsibilities of society.

Providing sen'ices to å"'ilies and thei¡ children under such a declaration can pose mzn>t

challenges æñ at times seem impossible given the inherent nature of c.hild protection

services.

The rationale fbr the pro3ect is prenúsed on the belief that .¡.hen the rnediation process is

applied to child protection cases, a rnore effective and ernporvering resolution is rcached

in a shorter time period, with less expense. Mediation, is a .,. olunt¿-ry process of, dispute

resolution involving the parties elr.¡l, a neutral impartial mediator,w.Lúch re-vítzlizes znd

restructures the communications between the åmily service worker and their client

(Wildgoose & Ma¡esca 1993). The mediation process is non_coercive.and seeks to build

cornmunication rdther than inhibit it. It creates a problern sol.,. ing structu¡e that places

the family ¿nd the famrly service worker on the same tearl .lather than as opponents.

The naediator encourages the parties to identifu and articul ate thetr needs and interests, as

opposed to'pitting parties as adrærsaries. Considering thaf tegal counsel is absent in the

mediation progess, scheduling vvith courts, Iarvr.rers and judges is not an issue.

Consequently, lhe problem sol". ing and communicatio¡ building process is significantly

expedited.
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lVhw Refer.9

For fanaily se!-v. ice workers that constantl;, deal rrjth c.hild protection cases destined .for

the adversariz! zten4 alternate innovative techniques are needed to: a.,.,oid the conflict

that accompanies the court process, to decre¿se the amount of time requirect to prepare

fur court, and to realign the balance of porver. with the application of mediation to child

protection cases ihese dynamics can change significantly.

When mediation is applied to child protection cases the faneilS, service rvorker and the

client rvork together, rvith a rnediator, to resolve the conflict. The onus is.not on the

worker to develop a plan and force coropliance on the,client. The idea is that both the

client and family sen'ice worker participates in the creation of a consensual solution.

These solutions are more durable than orders imposed by the court, Ieading to greater

compliance by the client. (Meresca, 1995).'This rvas confirrned, in a Mediation pilot

Project that was conducted at the Children's Aid Society of Metropolitan Toronto (CAS).

It was determined that mediated solution-s yielded more dur.able agreements. rn each of
the cases in which resolutions were reached in mediation,,there was full compliance with

the ternns of the agreement, and in at least one case the CAS was able to close the file

(Meresca 1992)- Compliance to treatment plans may result in the earlier return of
children' a¡r incrsase in the amount of time ãmily serviee workers spend providing dbect

client çervices, and improved relationships between family service workers¿nd farnilies.

The pilot project in Toronto also provided evidenc e that mediation E/as a rnore timely

way to resolve child protection disputes. of the cases that were referred to mediatiorl
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workers estimated that they spent between l7o/o and 50Ya of the time that would have

been spent in court had the matter not been resolved in mediation. It was also determined

that once a referral was made to mediation, the process only took between one and three

morÉhs to complete (Meresca l9g2).

Another finding of the project u¡as that there was general user satisfaction with the

nrediation process- The majority of the clients fett that they rvere heard fak1y,and that

they q¡s¡" able to acti*¿ely participate in the process. Most indicated that the agreement

reached was a fair one and could be followed. In addition to this, the impact of the

mediation process on the individuals involved rvas dramatic. The assumption of personal,

direct responsibility for one's own action, and for the ultimate outcome of the case vúas

reported by the client to be frightening, intimidating, exhilarating, threatening, liberating,

and empowering.

Finally, the pilot project concluded that the mediation process was a cost-effective

method of resol". ing disputes. d conservative estimate from the CAS legal service

department indicated that a contested case costs their Agency between $1500.00- to

$ I 800' 00, strictly for lawyer time. This did not include worker time, the costs of running

a courËro.ouq judge's time, Legal Aid costs etc. The average cost of the mediations

conducted was $710.44, with the most expensive eosting $1190.00 (also not including the

workers time).
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The Structure

In recognition of the inherent cåallenges in providing services to children and their

families, Winnipeg Child and Family Services took the initiative to create a Child

Protection Mediation Pilot Project Committee. To bring the project to fruition an

Advisory committee was struck in December 200r. The primary pu{pose of the

committee was to gather literature and information from other currently successful

mediation projects in Canad4 and to createand implement a model into Winnipeg Child

and Family Services.

originally, the pilot project had an advisory committee that was made up of a number of

members that included representation frorn the Winnipeg Child and Family Services

executive management, management, legal team, frontline family service vr.orkers, as

well as the Director of Family Conciliation. The Ad..,isory Committee rv.as struck s,ith

the futrI support of the Director ofFamily Services and Housing, Child protection Support

.Branch.

Unfortr¡nately, due to the increasingly changing milieu within the child welfare system in

Manitob4 the actual members of the committee has changed significantly. Shortly after

the committee u/as strueþ the Director of Family Conciliation was appointed to a new

position as the Director of Family Services and Housing, Child protection Support

Branch' Consequentl.,', he was no longer able to participate at the committee level.
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I{owever, it vt'as noted that the Mediation Pilot Project continued to have the full support

of the Directorate. In addition to this many of the original members of the committee

\¡/ere no longer with the agency, had morred to other programs within.the agency, or had

other obligations that prevented them from participating within the corunittee.

Notwithstanding all the changes in the system, the cornmittee still maintained

representation from each of the fullo','o,ing areas: executi.,,e rnanageme nt, rrlÐ^agement,

legal and frontline family service workers.

Fundine

The Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project received funding from the Famil;, Sen¿ices

and Housing, Child Protection Support Branch. On Aprit 26, Z00L a letter was sent to

Mr. Lance Barber, the former Chief E>recutive Offrcer of Winnipeg Child.and Family

Services advising that $50, 0,00.00 was allocated to the agency to spend during the

2001/02 fiscal year. It is also noted that any additional future funding would be directly

dependent upon the success or failure of the mediation program.

Although the funds have been allocated to the Me.diation progran¡ it was noted that

Family 'Se¡vices aqd Housing is already operating in a deficit po""itio.rq horrr.,ever, the

Di¡ecfor has agreed to further ineur a defieit to provide funding for this program.

Se¡vice Model

Clicnl PopulaÍon

The client population targeted for the Child Protection Mediation pilot project is cases,

vyhich fall within the Services to Children and Families Program of Winnipeg Child and
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Family Services. This includes only cases that have proceeded th¡ough the Crisis

Screening and Intake Units, and have been referred for ongoing famrly serviee, This

means that only cases that are open to the agency and are considered to have legitimate

ongoingehildproteetioneoncerns,asoutIinedbythe,wilI

be considered for the mediation project.

Case Selectíon Crítería

onee the committee had an opportunity to review the literature published by other

existing ehild proteetion mediation programs, an agreement was reaehed to extrapolate

case selection criteria from an akeady existing successful program model. The following

ease eriteria information was borrowed from the literature produeed by the Toronto Child

Protection Mediation Progranr, which was created and introduced by wildgoose and

Maresca (1993)' The model states that prior to a ease being referred to the child

Protection Mediation Pilot Project, certain case selection criteria must be considered.

They are listed as follows:

1') The immediate physical safety of the ehild/children must be assured. (This was

documented to be the most important criteria, If the child is in ca¡e at the point of the

referral then the ease may be referred to mediation. Irowever, if the child is not in

care, the child's safety must first be assessed and aszure prior to a referral.)

2') The case must be en route to the a-djudicative arena or already before the courts.

3') AII parties must be able to comprehend the process and participate fully. parties that

suffer from severe psyehologicaUpsychiatric issues, extreme behavio¡al issues, severe
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substance abuse or cognitive impairment would be

process.

unable to participate in the

4') All parlieipation must be voluntary, and partieipants must be motivated to preserve

the relationship with their child or their family unit.

5') AII parties must agree that not dealing with the conflict/issue is unacceptable.

6') No participant that is involved in the mediation can hold the balance of power. (If
there is a history of family violence within the case that is referred, it must be assured

that all parties are capable of negotiating without intimidation. prior to the case being

referred to the mediation project, the family serviee worker must assess whether there

is ongoing domestic violenee between the parties, which is done by using information

gathered from the client as well as other community resourees. The mediator at the

point of referral again assesses this issue.)

7 ') At the onset of the mediation process all issues to be mediated must be elearly

identified and understood by all partieipants.

8') AII alternatives to mediation need to be eonsidered including the chitd/children,s

apprehension- Prior to the mediation commencing all parties must be aware if an

apprehension will result ifthe mediation process is unsuceessful.

In addition to the ease seleetion eriteria listed above, Maresea and Wildgoose (1993) have

also identified a number of issues that disquali$ cases from being referred to the

mediation projeet. Based on best practice and the theoretieal underpinning of mediatiorq
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the committee agreed that the following disqualification issues must also be adopted and

adhered to by the chitd protestion Mediation pirot project.

The disqualifying eriteria are as follows:

l') where family violenee is so severe that at least one parry is not eapable of
negotiating due to intimidation.

2') where a patty is so mentally handicapped or emotionally impaired, thatthey are

unable to understand the process or to negotiate so as to make thei¡ interests known.

3') Where a parry suffers from an uneontrolled substanee abuse problem that renders

them unable to negotiate,

4.) Wheie an assessment of the family is ongoing.

5') where there are outstanding criminal charges relating to or impacting on their ability

to parent.

6.) Where one parfy refuses to partieipate.

Aside from the above stated criteria there does not appear to be any speeifie demographie

information that would disquatify a case from being referred to the mediation program.

rssues such as age) economic situations, sex, and ethnic origin do not appear to be factors

that interfere with the potential for a case to be forwarded to the mediation program.

Goals and objectives of the child protection Mediation pilot project

The goals and objectives for the Child Protection Mediation pilot project

from the information and literature gathered by the advisory eommittee.

were derived

Although the
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goals of the program were again borrowed from the literature published by the Toronto

Mediation Progranr, the objectives had to be drawn out of the drafts and literature

gathered by the committee, then adapted to meet the jurisdiction al and legislative

requirements ofthe CFS Act. The goals and objeetives were agreed upon and artieulated

by the stakeholders and the advisory committee as outlined in Table 4.

151

Table 5- consensual program Moder Goats and objectÍves

Objectives
1.0 Realign conflict resolution 1.7 To provide a continuum oTJervice to

families.

1.8 To decrease the conflict between clients and
the agency

1.9 To increase the opportunity for
communication of interested parties

1.4 To reduce the interlocutory battles that emerge
in the court proceedings.
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2.0 Empower clients and promote
competence in both the client and the
family service worker

2.17To increase the opportunity for all parties to
articulate their interests.

2. 18To increase the opportunity for equality of all
parties.

2.19To increase the opportunity to include
ertended family and/or advocacy systems.

2.20To increase the opportunity for clients to
articulate and participate in resolving the
issues confronting them and their children.

2.21To increase the effectiveness and effrciency
of case planning for families and their
children.

2.22To increase the compliance to resolutions
reached,

2.23To improve problem solving skills for clients.

2.24To increase professional development of
fami ly service workers.

2.25To increase mediation skills for family
service workers.

2.26 To provide a new technique which family
service workers can utilize when working
with clients.

3.0 Earlier
protection cases

resolution of child 
| 

3.15To reduce the number of court appearances
I ln cases.

3.l6To decrease the number of trials.

3 lTTo reduce the legal costs associated with
increased court appearances and/or trials.

3.18To reduce the costs associated with placing
and maintaining children in care, while
awaiting case resolutions.

3 19To reduce the length of time children spend
in apprehension status and in temporarv.care.
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3-2OTo reduce the cost associated with the
number of days in care for children in
protection services.

3.21To redirection of resources from courts to
client related services.

4.0 Improve working relationships
between family service workers and

4.L2To increase the opportunity for family
service workers and clients to work co-
operatively, instead of working as
adversaries.

4.L3To increase honesty and trust by client and
family service workers.

4. I 4T o improve parent/child relationship s.

4.15To improve the relationship between family
service workers and their clients.

4.16To decrease the need for future protective
services.

4.l7To increase compliance to ensure child
safety.

5.0 Reduce rhe workload of family
service workers.

5.9 To reduce the time required to prepare for
court proceedings.

5.l0To reduce the time required preparing for
court appearances and/or trials.

5.1lTo increase the amount of time family
service workers spend providing direct client
services.

5.l2To increase tle amount of time family
service workers have do family assessment
and make appropriate referrals to other
needed resources for clients.
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The following information regarding the components of the mediation progr¿ìm was

agreed upon and articulated by the stakeholders and the advisory committee members.

The information was then amalgamated into a flow chart, (please see Figure C. p. ßaA)

The first component of the Program that was identified was a promotional component. It

was stated that the success of the Mediation Program would greatly depend on how well

program paraphernalia was distributed and explained to family service workers within the

agency' Without this component family service workers would not understand how

mediation could be used as a new and innovative tool when working on protection cases.

Unfortunately, how this component operates or how information will be distributed, was

not articulated.

Referrals to the Mediation Program have been identified as coming from the Services to

Children and Families Division of Winnipeg Child and Family Services. The referral

process is delineated as follows: Once the case is deemed to have legitimate child

protection concerns the family service worker attempts to negotiate a treatment plan with

the client. If the negotiation is unsuccessful, the family service worker and the supervisor

may identify the case as suitable for the mediation project. The program Manager is then

contacted to secure funding for the mediation. Should funding not be available,

mediation is not considered for the case and it proceeds to court. If funding is secured the

mediation option is presented to the clients to ascertain whether all parties are willing to

voluntarily participate in the mediation process. If any member of the family refuses to
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voluntanly take pzx- in the mediatiotl the referral process is void and the case continues

into the adjudicative system. Howeve.r, should a fa-mily zgree to partrcìpate in the

mediation project, the referral form is completed by the family service worker and signed

offb;, a supe.rvisor-

The referral forms are then sent to the current Program manage\ who will in turn re-

assess the case to ensure it meets the necessary criteria. If upon re-assessment it is

determined that the case does not meet the required criteri4 the supelvisor/wo¡ker are

notified and the case will be directed into the adjudicative arena. However, should a case

meet all required criteria, it is approved.

A list of all approved mediators is then sent to the supervisor and w.orker. The worker

then meets with the client, at which time a mediator is chosen and agreed to by both

parties. The worker then contacts the mediator and the mediation process begins.

If no agreement is reached as a result of the mediation process, the case is then redirected

back to the adjudicative aren¿. However, should all parties reach an ag¡eement, the

mediation is considered to be successful. The terms of the agreement are then provided

to each of the participants for review. The client is encouraged to review the agreement

with a lawyer or other relevant parties. The family service worker consults with the

supervisor to ensure that the agreement is acceptable. After this is complete the parties

return to the mediation session to eilher "sign off' the agreement or continue the
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mediation process to ma-ke revisions to the agreement. Once a final agreement is reached

it is then "signed off' by the client, family serv. ice worker, and supervisor.

rt is also noted that if the ageney plan changes significantly at urytime during the referral

or mediation process the family service worker must notiS the mediator and the

mediation is terminated.

Mediator Oualifications

Much of the literature reviewed indicates that in order for a child protection case to be

effectively mediated, the mediator needs to possess many necessary qualifications that

are vital when dealing with the highly complex issues that accompany child protection

cases $4aresca, 1995).

First, it is important that the mediator possess good family mediation skills. Training in

generic mediation is not sufficient to handle the complex family dynamics that Child

Protection cases present. The mediator must have experience and truntngin managing

family interactions and conflicts.

Second, the mediator must have a good appreciation of the child welfare system in

Manitoba' A good grasp of the legal framework of the Child and Family Services Act
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is 
. 

necessary when options for settlements ate negotiated, to ensure legislative

requirements are met. It is also helpful to know w.hat resources are available to the

clients in the systerq and how to access those !-esources. An appreciation of the mandate

and function of z family service worker employed by Winnipeg Child and Family

Services is also essentia! to the successful mediation of these cases. This is necessary to

ensure that the mediator understands the parameters under which the family service

work-er bases hiVher positions of interests.

Third, the mediator must be sensitive to issues relating to children. It is not uncommon

for children who are being considered for the mediation sessions to have had life

experiences that include neglect, abuse or other high-risk activities. The mediator must

be sensitive to the child's position in the family, his or her conflicts. The mediator should

have the skills to be able to interview children effectively, and communicate their views

sensitively.

Fourth' the mediator must be aware of indicators of abuse for chitd¡en and parents. The

mediator'must be able to evaluate the ability of the parties to participate in the mediation

process without feeling intimidated or coerced. The mediator needs to be alert to the

possibility of undisclosed abuse or how that may impact on the parties.

Finallg the mediator must be skilled at redressing the power imbalance between the

parties' There is great disparity in this type of mediation between the relative ability of
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participants to communicate their needs and to effectively negotiate. The mediators have

the difficult task of ensuring that all parties are able to put their positions and their

interests forward and to bargain with the other parties. Consequently it is essential that

all mediators utilized are skilled and trained in this area.

The model of mediation that is currently being utilized in other agencies in this country

was developed to insure that mediation services are provided in an effrcient, effective,

and fair manner- However, according to June Maresca (1995), several basic issues must

be considered prior to mediation commencing.

First' the mediator must ensure that all cases meet the criteria for mediation. Second, all

parties to the mediation must be clearly defined. To promote communication between the

parties, they should meet face-to-face to try to work out their differences without

intervention of counsel. However, the rights of the parties are protected by

communication between the mediator and counsel outside of mediation sessions, so that

counsel are informed of all discussion during mediation sessions. No parfy is permifted

to sign an agreement at the mediafor's offïcg rather the client is asked to bring a potential

settlement to outside significant others such as a client's lawyer or a family service

workers supervisor for review prior to implementation.
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A child's viewpoint or participation in the mediation process is matenalaed in a variety

of ways- If counsel represents children, their counsel is contacted and interviewed,

however, their lawyer is not involved in the joint mediation session with the other parties.

If children have enlisted or are involved with services offered by the Children,s Advocate

both child and/ot the Children's Advo cate arc invited to participate. In additior¡ the

Mediator will meet with the child, if possible, to determine whether the child able to

articulate their position. The chronological age of the child is not the determining factor

for participation in mediation sessions. Inclusion is based on the child's social, emotional

and cognitive development. Participation is done either by an individual interview with

the mediator, or by participating in the joint sessions.

Third, the confidentiality of the process has to be established by tÍre mediator. Typically

a hybrid model of confidentiality is utilized when conducting mediation sessions. Before

cofnmencement of mediation, parties are asked to agree in writing that they will not ask

the mediator to testifu or provide a report. This is done to ensure tha! the mediator is not

used by any party to advance their case. The parties, however, are free to use any

information from the mediation prooess in any subsequent litigation. It is noted that this

does not relieve the mediator from the responsibility to report information that suggests

child abuse as set out in the child and Family services Act.

Finallg it must be assured that the mediator is impartial, neutral and sufficiently trained.

The parties have to be confident that the mediator is independent of any agency or

identified interest goup that might influence the mediator's response to any of the
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parties. Usually, the mediation sessions are held at a location that would not detract from

the neutrality of the process.

The Mediation Modet

The following mediation model was borrowed from literature produced by June Maresc4

(1995), and was adapted to meet the jurisdictional and legislative requirements of the

CFS Act. The model was developed based on the above listed case selection criteri4 the

goals/objectives of the prograÍL the components of the progranì" mediator qualifications,

and considerations prior to mediation commencing.

When a referral is made, the mediator speaks with the family service worker, by

telephone, and if need through an individual session with the required family service

worker. These initial contacts are done to accumulate bacþround information about the

parties involved in the case, the circumstances of the dispute, and information about the

court proceedings (if any). Issues such as addictions, mental illness, inability to

communicate, and intimidation are screened. AIso at this timg the question as to whether

any of the children involved in the case would be able to participateinthe mediation

session is canvassed. The worker is asked to identi$i the agency's interests regarding the

resolution of the dispute. The mediator then provides the worker with a copy of the

mediation contract, and is asked to share the contract with his or her supervisor before the

joint mediation session begins.
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The mediator then meets with each of the other parties individually. Background

information is elicited concerning the dispute, court, and the parties themselves. Of

particular importance in these session are questions regarding ability to communicate

effectively, intimidation, and any other considerations that might affect bargaining

ability. Each party is asked to identi$r his/her needs and interests. A copy of the

mediation contract is given to each parfy and explained. Each individual is asked to take

the contract away to think about it and is given an opportunity to consult counsel if they

so desire' or in the case of family service worker an opportunity to consult with his/her

supervisor.

If the child has counsel and/or an advocatg they are contacted for information and

considerations similar to those involving parents and family service workers are

discussed. If the child is old enough and willing to participate, the child is interviewed

separately. Counsel or advocates for the children, and/or the children if they are old

enough, are given a copy of the mediation contract on the same basis as the other parties.

After individual interviews are conducted, the parties are brought together in the office of

the mediator to begin discussion. The contract for mediation is reviewed again, and is

signed by all parties. The issues for mediation are defined, and an agenda is created.

Each party is asked to speak to each item, stating his or her needs and interests, and what

he or she would require to settle the matter. When the parties have communicated the

information to each otheç the parties, with the assistance of the mediator, begin to

generate options to meet the identified needs and interests. Each party's input is solicited
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in the generation of possible solutions, and all needs must be met, as far as possible. This

stage often takes one meeting, however it may take more. If consensus is reached, the

mediator writes down the agreement and reads it back to the parties. The parties are then

advised that the mediator will send each of them a letter setting out the tentative

agreement for review. If any members of the mediation sessions are underrepresented

they are reminded that they can contact legal counsel if they so desire.

If consensus is not reached, the mediation is terminated, and the parties are free to pursue

other remedies or may take their case back into the adjudic ative arena. However, if
consensus is reached and the courts are awaiting the resolutions from the mediation

sessio4 the agreement is read to the courts, and becomes fact of legal record.
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Feedback Form

In order to determine where the strengths and weaknesses of the evaluator lie, it is

important to solicit feedback from the primary stakeholders of the evaluability

assessment. Consequently the following questionnaire is being provided to all that have

parricipated in the individUal interview process.- Please answer the following-question

and return the form in the enclosed envelope.

1. After viewing the program document model do you feel that the evaluator possess

sufüoient understanding of the Child Protection Mediation Pilot Project to conduct an

evaluability assessment of the program?

Z. Do you feel that the evaluator displayed sufficient knowledge and skill necessary to

conduct and evaluabilþ assessment?

3. Do you feel that the program documents model was presented in an organized and

understandable fashion?

4. Do you feel that the interviewer was able to answer and/or clari$ any question you

had as a result ofthe progfam document model or interview questions?
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